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Introduction 

 
This document reinforces Mr. Donald Marshall’s testimonies regarding the Illuminati’s 
highly advanced and hidden technologies; the reality of human cloning; and the reality of 
REM driven, human cloning. It also intensifies Mr. Marshall’s affirmations regarding the 
Illuminati’s REM driven human cloning subculture, for the simple reason that many high 
profile, public figures, are mentioned in this document, for which Mr. Marshall has made 
very serious and reputation damaging declarations against their names; yet not ONE person 
mentioned in this document denies ANY of Mr. Marshall’s affirmations; provides evidence 
to the contrary of Mr. Marshall’s affirmations; OR takes Mr. Marshall to court for making 
such serious and reputation damaging declarations against their names. It is against the law 
to: slander names; fabricate false and reputation damaging allegations; use the image of high 
profile figures inappropriately; incite a public panic, as well as, use a computer to do any of 
the above (Public Interest Disclosure Act (PIDA) 1998 section 43B; Enterprise and 
Regulatory Reform Act (ERRA) 2013 section 17; The Serious Crime Act 2015 section 41 
3ZA, Computer Misuse Act (1990) Section 3A). In their silence, the high profile public 
figures mentioned in this document, admit their guilt.  

Accordingly, when we consider past examples of false allegations claims, what is 
demonstrated in cases involving high profile figures, follows a pattern whereby the high 
profile figures either: publicly deny the claims, and do not let it continue, because the claims 
are reputation damaging; the high profile person(s) takes the accuser to court, whereby the 
allegations are found to be false, and the accuser is either fined or imprisoned for her / his 
role in making reputation damaging accusations against the high profile figure; the accuser 
drops the charges before it reaches a court hearing –because the accuser does not want to 
implicate themselves further, because their allegations were false to begin with; the high 
profile person provides evidence to the contrary of the accuser’s allegations –such as 
submitting to an independent lie detector test; and, in examples where high profile figures 
have been falsely accused of fathering a child, the high profile person in question has 
submitted evidence to the contrary such as a DNA / paternity test, which demonstrates 
CLEARLY that the child does not belong to them. Furthermore, in an example which may 
seem innocent on the surface, such as using a high profile person’s image to deter people 
from unacceptable workplace behaviour (The Info Stride 2015; TMZ 2015), can lead to 
slander charges, because, public figures depend on maintaining an image which they sell to 
the public, -directly, as well as, indirectly.  The reader should review the following sources 
cited here, which give excellent examples regarding how false allegation claims concerning 
high profile figures have transpired (Huffington Post 2011; The Richest 2014); what the final 
verdict was; and what happens to the accuser of false allegations. The message is CLEAR: 
Mr. Marshall’s accounts are factual; or else, Mr. Marshall would have been subjected to 
similar treatment as the people who either made false allegations against high profile people, 
or used “the image(s)” of high profile persons inappropriately.  
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For the reader who has difficulty accepting there is another reality, and subculture, where 
original people meet as cloned versions of themselves, seek: “Empowerment by Virtue of 
Golden Truth” (Marshall 2015) for a full discussion on the subject of “REM driven cloning”; 
“Exposing the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, Volume 1: Frequently Asked 
Questions” (Marshall 2016b) for answers to frequently asked questions pertaining to the 
subculture where original people meet as (REM driven) human cloned versions of 
themselves; and “Experiences from the Cloning Center Volume 1” (2016a) which helps to 
reinforce ones’ understanding regarding the reality and actuality of the REM driven, human 
cloning subculture, as well as, Mr. Marshall’s eyewitness accounts when he is unwillingly 
activated as a REM driven clone.  

The purpose of this document is to demonstrate to the reader that Mr. Marshall’s accounts are 
true, otherwise Mr. Marshall would be facing a fine or possible imprisonment for making 
such serious and reputation damaging declarations against the names of the high profile 
persons mentioned in this document. Fundamentally, readers should not get so caught up to 
learn that their favourite high profile person may not be ‘that great’ as a REM driven clone 
version of themselves, when it is indeed the same person who controls the REM driven clone 
VIA their consciousness. I can understand the disappointment; although the statements made 
about each high profile person in this document are important, essentially what is more 
important is the shutdown of the human cloning facilities.  This is the aim of Mr. Marshall, as 
well as, others supporting Mr. Marshall. 

Support Mr. Donald Marshall by ensuring Mr. Marshall reaches a figure of one million 
brave and active people against the Illuminati’s REM driven human cloning subculture, by 
SHARING Mr. Marshall’s disclosure documents as far and as wide as possible. Mr. 
Marshall’s CURRENT IMPERATIVE is that he needs the help of one million active and 
brave people, to join, read and subscribe to his Facebook account, so that when Mr. Marshall 
has one million active and brave people, Mr. Marshall will have a large percentage of the 
population who CLEARLY understand Mr. Marshall’s dilemma concerning REM driven 
cloning and more. When such a milestone is reached, this is when a large percent of the 
population can protest and demand that Illuminati members submit to independent polygraph 
tests for their involvement with REM driven cloning. Mr. Marshall currently has over 12,000 
people who bravely and openly subscribe to Mr. Marshall’s Facebook account, although the 
real figure concerning people who know of Mr. Marshall’s dilemma is likely to be in the 
tens of millions.  It is Mr. Marshall and his Facebook friends’ plea, that IF: Mr. Marshall’s 
eyewitness accounts resonates with you and you LEGITIMATELY FEEL COMPELLED to 
help, that you take the required action by SHARING Mr. Marshall’s disclosure documents as 
far and as wide as possible, and show support for Mr. Marshall by subscribing to Mr. 
Marshall’s Facebook account. Let’s work together and free Mr. Donald Marshall and others 
from the Illuminati’s REM driven human cloning grip, as soon as possible. Read / Print / 
Download / Share. 

List of Abbreviations: 

3SG1: = Third person singular (first respondent, etc.) 
DM: = Donald Marshall 
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Public Figures and their Relationship with Donald Marshall  
as REM Driven Clones 

Angela Merkel, Chancellor of Germany 

Angela Merkel, Chancellor of Germany attends the cloning center, as 
a REM driven clone version of herself when she goes to sleep, 
through the process of consciousness transfer from her original body 
to her duplicate REM driven clone. As a REM driven clone version of 
herself, Chancellor Angela Merkel has hurt me in the past when I was 
unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center.  

Furthermore, on the night of 1st May 2012, when I went to sleep, and I 
was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning 

center, through the process of consciousness transfer from my original body to my REM 
driven clone, it was Chancellor Angela Merkel’s turn to persuade me to willingly join the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. As a REM driven clone version of herself, 
Chancellor Angela Merkel, offered me, as a REM driven clone, promises of no more hurt and 
torture as a REM driven clone, the opportunity to make the odd song, and have sex with 
celebrities as REM driven clones. As a REM driven clone version of myself I told Angela 
Merkel who was a REM driven clone version of herself “NO! It is no surprise you are here 
talking to me because it is only the fat, smelly, ugly, old and scummy people, who are the 
biggest supporters of “The Diddle Dome” [cloning center]”. Review Marshall (2016a) 
Experiences from the Cloning Center Volume 1 under the content heading:  “May 2, 2012; 
Angela Merkel Chancellor of Germany, and Vladimir Putin versus Donald Marshall” for full 
details regarding this interaction with Angela Merkel, Chancellor of Germany when we were 
both activated as REM driven clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center.   

Barack Obama, 44th U.S. President 
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United States President, Barrack Obama attends the cloning center 
as a REM driven clone of himself and talks to Queen Elizabeth II as 
a REM driven clone version of herself, nearly every night (when 
they go to sleep in their original bodies; and are activated as REM 
driven clones once they reach REM sleep in their original bodies, 
through the process of consciousness transfer). United States 
President, Barrack Obama, (Queen Elizabeth II, as well as, many 
others) who attends the above ground cloning center located in 

Canada where I am unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone, reviews my Facebook posts 
on a big screen as REM driven clone version of himself, at the cloning center nightly... then 
after reviewing my Facebook posts, as a REM driven clone version of himself, United States 
President Barrack Obama, (or other loyal Illuminati members) will look at me and give me 
dirty looks... and as a REM driven clone version of myself, I retort by saying to United States 
President, Barrack Obama (or other Illuminati members who are also REM driven clones, 
and have reviewed my Facebook posts, and decided to give me dirty looks), “Yeah... and 
what, you piggish bastards?!” 
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Moreover, United States President, Barrack Obama is completely controlled by the prime evil 
Illuminati members, and as a REM driven clone version of himself activated at the cloning 
center, United States President, Barrack Obama does EXACTLY what people such as Queen 
Elizabeth II, Vladimir Putin, as well as, representatives, from China, Arab States, and Israel 
tell him to do. As a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, United States 
President, Barrack Obama does NOT have any say whatsoever. United States President, 
Barrack Obama, MUST do exactly what the prime evil Illuminati members tell him to do. As 
a REM driven clone version of himself, sometimes United States President even cries at the 
cloning center because he has no real authority or power, and must do what he is told. 

Furthermore, the reality of the situation is that whoever wins the U.S. Presidential election is 
still controlled by the Illuminati, and is part of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture, irrespective of who that person is, or what that person’s background may be. 
Accordingly, whoever wins the U.S. Presidential election is STILL a member of the 
Illuminati and the New World Order (NWO), and was either involved in the Illuminati REM 
driven cloning subculture before winning the U.S. Presidential election or becomes part of 
the Illuminati REM driven cloning subculture after winning the U.S. Presidential election; 
this way the Illuminati never loses. Therefore, whoever wins the upcoming 2016 U.S. 
Presidential elections will be completely controlled by the prime evil Illuminati members, 
and will have to do EXACTLY as the Illuminati tells him or her to do, whenever he or she is 
activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center.  

The Illuminati even made a Simpson’s episode (H.J. Simpson 2015) about this Illuminati / 
New World Order (NWO) election situation, whereby the aliens Kang and Kodos were 
dressed in costumes and on the surface appeared to look like Bob Dole and Bill Clinton to an 
unsuspecting crowd, until Homer Simpson removed the face masks to reveal that, it is in fact 
aliens dressed as Bob Dole and Bill Clinton, and their election system is a fraud... because 
whoever wins is still an alien...  In reality, whoever wins the U.S. Presidential election will 
still be controlled by the prime evil Illuminati members. Furthermore, the newly elected U.S. 
President will NOT have any say whatsoever at the cloning center whenever he or she is 
activated as a REM driven clone, and he or she will HAVE to do exactly as he or she is told 
by the prime evil Illuminati members, just like United States President, Barrack Obama HAS 
to do exactly as he is told by the prime evil Illuminati members: Queen Elizabeth II, Vladimir 
Putin, as well as, Chinese representatives, Arab representatives, and Israeli representatives.  

In 2009, United States President, Barrack Obama, and his wife, as REM driven clone 
versions of themselves, thought of a sick joke when they were activated as REM driven 
clones at the cloning center, which involved having the Obama administration instigate a low 
level flight of the Air Force One plane over New York City, on Monday April 27th 2009 (City 
Room 2009), eight years after the 9/11 World Trade Center Bombings simply to terrify 
people! President Barrack Obama and his administration did this simply because they could, 
and then told the public after the incident occurred, that it was a ‘photo opportunity’ for the 
Air Force One plane, however, no pictures were taken (City Room 2009).  
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Furthermore, President Obama (and his wife Michelle Obama) had the audio recordings of 
voice calls of frightened people sent to the cloning center, and as a REM driven clone 
versions of himself activated at the cloning center, United States President, Barrack Obama, 
(his wife Michelle Obama and others) listened to these frantic phone calls from the public 
and he laughed hysterically, as people phoned emergency lines in panic and yelled “Al-
Qaeda, Al-Qaeda, has more planes”. New York’s emergency phone call lines were flooded 
with calls from terrified people on the morning of Monday the 27th of April 2009 (City Room 
2009) because of the United States President, Barrack Obama’s sick joke!  

Moreover, when I was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, that 
evening when I went to sleep, as a REM driven clone version of himself, United States 
President, Barrack Obama turned to look at me and said “Donny we [the Illuminati] are all 
powerful! If we can do this [have a plane fly unannounced low altitude over the site where 
9/11 happened and terrify the public] and nothing comes of it, how are you going to be able 
to get us [the Illuminati]? You are a [REM driven clone] slave and the people here [other 
people who are activated as REM driven clones and used as slaves; decent people who are 
public figures: such as political, rich, and celebrity figures who are actually against the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture and also activated as REM driven clones at the 
cloning center when they go to sleep] won’t speak up for you for fear of [REM driven clone] 
torture and death [in their real bodies, as a result of REM driven clone torture which will be 
exerted on their REM driven clones if the decent people at the cloning center defend me]. 
Then as a REM driven clone version of himself, United States, President Barrack Obama’s 
next words were “Now make us [the Illuminati] a new song or we’ll gut you [as a REM 
driven clone version of yourself] like a fish and leave you [as a REM driven clone, 
unwillingly activated at the cloning center] to writhe in agony!” United States, President 
Barrack Obama is scum! 

To all reading this and ESPECIALLY to people who witnessed incident of the unannounced 
low flyover of the Air Force One plane in New York City on the morning of Monday 27th 
April 2009 (City Room 2009) which terrified thousands of people, I beg you to help me 
prove United States President, Barrack Obama wrong; help me prove him wrong and 
demonstrate to United States President, Barrack Obama that there will be repercussions for 
his sick and twisted ‘joke’ as well as repercussions for his association with the Illuminati and 
repercussions for the role United States President, Barrack Obama has had to play in the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. Share my disclosure documents as far, wide and 
as rapidly as possible. 

The only thing the Illuminati members fear is the populace learning and understanding the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, because REM driven cloning is the main topic 
which truly exposes the Illuminati members. Therefore, discussing REM driven cloning, as 
well as, sharing my disclosure documents helps in the sense that when more and more people 
learn about my situation, REM driven cloning, and the cloning centers etc. the more it stings 
the Illuminati and it leaves the Illuminati a little exposed. Eventually, when a large percent of 
the population understands my situation, REM driven cloning, and the cloning centers etc. 
there will be nowhere to run or hide for people such as United States President, Barrack 
Obama when a large percentage of the populace starts demanding answers and starts 
demanding that Illuminati members submit to polygraph tests for their involvement in 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, as well as, the evil these people have done and 

Kommentti [C3]: Can I 
include this? 



continue to do as REM driven clones. It really stings the Illuminati, and leaves them exposed, 
so please share this, I am begging you. 

Bernard Jeffrey "Bernie" McCullough, A.K.A “Bernie Mac”, was an Actor 
/ Comedian 

Bernie Mac stood up for me as a REM driven clone version of himself 
at the cloning center. Bernie Mac also tried to have other people 
(REM driven clones of original people, at the cloning center) join 
him, in speaking against the REM driven clone torture which happens 
at the cloning center(s). Bernie Mac was later murdered by Queen 
Elizabeth II and Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh who tortured 
multiple REM driven clones of Bernie Mac until Bernie Mac died in 
his original (real) body from pneumonia (fluid in the lungs) that was 
complicated by sarcoidosis that was in remission, as a result of REM 
driven clone torture. After Bernie Mac’s death, everyone who attends 

the cloning center as REM driven clones of themselves, who are against human cloning, 
REM driven cloning and the events which happen at the cloning center(s) are afraid to speak 
up for me, or themselves; they are all afraid of suffering the same fate as Bernie Mac. 

Beyoncé Giselle Knowles-Carter, A.K.A “Beyoncé”, Singer 

Beyoncé attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of herself when she goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from her original body to her duplicate 
REM driven clone. Beyoncé has performed many songs I have 
made as a REM driven clone version of myself from the cloning 
center through the process of consciousness transfer from my 
original body to my duplicate REM driven clone. 

On the night of May 11th 2012, when I went to sleep, and I was 
unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone version of myself at 

the cloning center, there were many people voicing that they wish to leave the Illuminati’s 
REM driven cloning subculture, and if they are not deactivated as REM driven clone versions 
of themselves at the cloning center, they will speak publicly about the Illuminati’s REM 
driven cloning subculture. Among the people who wanted to save herself from being 
activated as REM driven clone version of herself, at the cloning center, included a REM 
driven clone version of Beyoncé (Jay Z and Kanye West, were also REM driven clone 
versions activated at the cloning center). 

Furthermore, from the events which transpired at the cloning center, on the night of 11th of 
May 2012, as a REM driven clone version, Beyoncé (Jay Z and Kanye West, as REM driven 
clone versions) wanted the world to know that she is leaving the Illuminati’s REM driven 
cloning subculture and she wants “Donny left alone”.  Moreover, as a REM driven clone 
version of herself, Beyoncé (Jay Z and Kanye West, as REM driven clone versions) wanted 
the world to know “She will not be torturing me for songs anymore, when I am unwillingly 
activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, or participating in the Illuminati’s 
REM driven cloning subculture”.   
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That was then; Beyoncé was just trying to save herself at the time, when she thought  the 
wave of good people against the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture was about to 
wash over those who attend the cloning center as REM driven clone versions of original 
people... Beyoncé still attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone version of herself, 
and Beyoncé still participates in the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. See 
Marshall (2016a) Experiences from the Cloning Center Volume 1 under the content heading:  
“May 12th 2012; Time is quickly running out for the Illuminati... continue exposing REM 
driven cloning” for full details of events which transpired at the cloning center the on the 
evening of 11th May 2012. 

Brad Pitt, Actor 

Brad Pitt attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself when he goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his duplicate 
REM driven clone. As a REM driven clone version of himself, 
Brad Pitt beat me to a pulp when I was unwillingly activated as a 
REM driven clone at the cloning center, just because he had the 
opportunity to do so.   

 

 

Bryan Adams, Singer 

Bryan Adams attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself when he goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his duplicate 
REM driven clone. As REM driven clone versions of ourselves 
at the cloning center, I only ever dealt with Bryan Adams, and 
the people listed as ‘songwriters’ who claim to have composed 
the songs for Bryan Adams. The people listed as ‘songwriters’ 
for Bryan Adams, also attend the cloning center as REM driven 
clone versions of themselves. I never met the backing members 

for Bryan Adams’ as REM driven clones at the cloning center, and this became evident, when 
I was told by a person that she managed to get in contact with Bryan Adams’ guitarist 
however, Bryan Adams’ guitarist had never heard of me or the Illuminati’s REM driven 
cloning subculture. Bryan Adam’s guitarist is likely to be completely modest in his reply 
because as REM driven clones at the cloning center, I only ever dealt with Bryan Adams as 
REM driven clones. Such a tactic is also a method the Illuminati REM driven clones use to 
cover their tracks; sometimes  it is only the lead sing who attends the cloning center as a 
REM driven clone, and the other band members do not attend the cloning center as REM 
driven clone versions of themselves and are not privy to the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture; or the person listed as the ‘songwriter’ will be the person who attends the cloning 
center as a REM driven clone version of themselves, and will pass on songs which I compose 
to the band / lead singer, and then the ‘song writer’ / lead singer claims she / he wrote the 
song, without any mention of REM driven cloning, or how the song came to fruition.  
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The example given above is similar to Chris Martin’s (lead singer of Coldplay) and Chad 
Kroeger’s (lead singer of Nickelback) cases; I only ever dealt with the leader singers 
mentioned above as REM driven clone versions at the cloning center, and therefore, if the 
remaining band members voice that they do not know about the Illuminati’s REM driven 
cloning subculture, they most likely do not.  

Nevertheless, in Bryan Adams’ case, Bryan Adams knows everything about the Illuminati’s 
REM driven cloning subculture, because Bryan Adams and I have spoken as REM driven 
clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center.  Furthermore, Bryan Adams knows who I 
am, and as a REM driven clone version of myself  unwillingly activated at the cloning center, 
I have made all the songs Bryan Adams later performed since Bryan Adams sang “Cuts like a 
Knife” in 1983. 
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Chris Brown, Singer 

Chris Brown attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself, when he goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his duplicate REM 
driven clone.  

The cause of Chris Brown’s and Rihanna’s public fist-fight (The 
Smoking Gun 2009) is to do with REM driven cloning. Chris Brown 
and Rihanna thought it would be “sexy cool” to torture Chris Brown 
as a REM driven clone of himself just a little when they were both 

activated as REM driven clones at the cloning center. See Marshall (2016a) Experiences from 
the Cloning Center Volume 1 under the content heading: “May 18th 2012; Chris Brown’s and 
Rihanna’s fist-fight explained; “REM driven cloning” caused their fist fight” for further 
details.    

Kommentti [C4]: Has he 
performed songs by you? –Look 
this up on proboards (Charlie) 

Coldplay, British rock band 

I have only met the lead singer from Coldplay, Chris 
Martin, as REM driven clone versions of ourselves at 
the cloning center. Moreover, Coldplay does not 
make anything music wise. As a REM driven clone at 
the cloning center, I had to make the melody, guitar, 
bass, drums, and lyrics for Coldplay’s songs [the 
melody, guitar, bass, and drums etc. was achieved 
through Mind-voice technology or MK Ultra 
technology].  

Coldplay later performs the songs which I made when I was activated as a REM driven clone 
at the cloning center. Coldplay had NO creative input in the music they play and furthermore, 
the Illuminati did NOT allow Coldplay to have any creative input in the music which 
Coldplay, plays.  I did almost all of the Coldplay songs as a REM driven clone version of 
myself at the cloning center, except two non-famous songs by Coldplay. I basically am 
Coldplay. The way was paved for Coldplay by influential parents in cloning circles.  

 



Chris Martin, lead vocalist of Coldplay 

Whenever I talked to Chris Martin as REM driven clone versions of 
ourselves at the cloning center, Chris Martin, as a REM driven clone 
version of himself, treated me as a dog slave beneath him: “Hurry up 
and spit out my next song or things will get ugly” –was the type of 
interaction we had, as REM driven clones at the cloning center. 

 

 

 

Diana Princess of Wales, was the first wife of Charles, Prince of Wales 

Many years ago, in their actions and desensitisation to human 
suffering, Princess Diana attended the cloning centers as a REM 
driven clone version of herself too. Princess Diana attended the 
cloning center as a REM driven clone version of herself to see “The 
caged amazing song boy” that Queen Elizabeth II and Prince Charles 
of Wales had trapped at the cloning center as a REM driven clone.  
The caged amazing song boy: he is amazing; he makes wonderful 
music out of thin air, come see, come see. Princess Diana was a 

camera attention seeker and Princess Diana liked attending the cloning centers as a REM 
driven clone version of herself for many years. As a REM driven clone, Princess Diana 
watched what the Illuminati members did at the cloning center as REM driven clone versions 
of themselves, and sometimes Princess Diana as a REM driven clone joined in on what the 
Illuminati REM driven clones did. As a REM driven clone version of herself, Princess Diana 
spoke to me many times when I was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the 
cloning center. 

However, as REM driven clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center I told Princess 
Diana that “She is a mean person for being part of the REM driven cloning subculture” and 
as a REM driven clone at the cloning center Princess Diana replied “She is into Children’s’ 
charities and I am wrong, she is good”. To which, as REM driven clone version of myself at 
the cloning center, I responded by telling Princess Diana who was REM driven clone version 
of herself, some malicious acts that I had seen at the cloning center as a REM driven clone, 
and some evil deeds I had seen the Illuminati REM driven clones do at the cloning center; 
this is when, as a REM driven clone of herself, Princess Diana cried and said “I cannot be too 
good either if I am hanging around with these people as REM driven clones”; then as a REM 
driven clone of herself, Princess Diana beat me up, while I was drugged at the cloning center 
and a child REM driven clone version of myself.  

I was a child REM driven clone when I received a beating from Princess Diana’s REM driven 
clone at the cloning center because this happened many years ago.  I do not mourn Princess 
Diana’s passing. However, Prince Charles of Wales and Queen Elizabeth II DID have 
Princess Diana killed (in real life). Princess Diana was about to marry an Arab, Dodi Fayed. 
Princess Diana had also cheated on Prince Charles of Wales a few times. Queen Elizabeth II 
called Princess Diana a “Scallywag”. However, Prince Charles of Wales was ALLOWED to 
cheat on Princess Diana, and Princess Diana was not allowed to cheat on Prince Charles.  
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It was a strange relationship dynamic which Prince Charles of Wales and Princess Diana had. 
Princess Diana was NOT a crusader of justice and “goody good” as she made herself out to 
be.  April 29, 2012 at 10:35pm  

3SG1: Was Diana as bad as them? Wasn’t she murdered because she was going to expose 
them? I thought she hated all of them? I guess her goody image was fake? 

DM: Princess Diana was killed at the hands of Prince Charles of Wales and Queen Elizabeth 
II because she was going to marry an Arab named Dodi Fayed. However, the Illuminati REM 
driven clones still wanted to have sex occasionally with Princess Diana as a REM driven 
clone version of herself. Princess Diana aimed to speak out about REM driven cloning 
publicly and her dilemma; but Princess Diana was also complicit in the REM driven cloning 
subculture and Princess Diana committed many deplorable acts against children, as a REM 
driven clone version of herself at the cloning center. Princess Diana would laugh with the rest 
of the Illuminati members as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center. 
May 9, 2012 at 9:12pm  

Fefe Dobson, Singer  

Fefe Dobson is a Canadian singer who attends the cloning center 
as a REM driven clone version of herself when she goes to sleep, 
through the process of consciousness transfer from her original 
body to her duplicate REM driven clone. During the time when I 
was composing my letter to the public [regarding the Illuminati’s 
REM driven cloning subculture] (Donald Marshall Proboards 
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2012), Fefe Dobson as a REM driven clone version, told me, 
when I was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the 

cloning center, to include in the letter that “She does not like the cloning center, and that  she 
never tortured me [when I was activated as a REM driven clone version of myself by the 
Illuminati]; then as a REM driven clone, Fefe Dobson later changed her mind and told me  
(as REM driven clone version of myself), not to mention her in my disclosures, but I will 
mention her again, so that the world knows she never tortured me when I was unwillingly 
activated as a REM driven clone. 

Fiona Apple, Singer 

Fiona Apple attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of herself when she goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from her original body to her duplicate 
REM driven clone. Fiona Apple sings songs which I made as a 
REM drive clone at the cloning center, although not all of the 
songs which Fiona Apple sings are composed by me as a REM 
driven clone version of myself, when I was unwillingly activated 
as a REM driven clone, at the cloning center. Moreover, Fiona 

Apple is a weirdo and a filthy gutter tramp as a REM driven clone version of herself at the 
cloning center OR Fiona Apple was in the past. However, Fiona Apple always tried her best 
to act evil as a REM driven clone at the cloning center whenever the opportunity was 
presented to her. Fiona Apple is rotten.   

https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148/posts/10150845622783973?comment_id=23970789&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R9%22%7D
https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148/posts/10150845622783973?comment_id=24120493&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R7%22%7D


George Lucas, Filmmaker  
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George Lucas is a willing Illuminati member and he attends the 
cloning center as REM driven clone version of himself through 
the process of consciousness transfer from his original body to his 
REM driven clone, when he goes to sleep. 

Different people attend the cloning center as REM driven clone 
versions of themselves for different reasons. Sometimes directors, 
as well as, the cast for their movies like to role-play movie 
scenarios as REM driven clone versions of themselves, or practice 

their lines for movies as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center. 
During, the filming for Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sith (2005), as a REM driven 
clone version of himself, George Lucas made other Illuminati REM driven clones light me on 
fire when I was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning 
center. As a REM driven clone of himself, George Lucas said he wanted Hayden Christensen 
(also a REM driven clone version at the cloning center) “To scream realistically”. As a REM 
driven clone version of himself, Hayden Christensen, watched and listened to the screams 
and groans I made, when I was being burned as a REM driven clone at the cloning center as a 
result of George Lucas’ orders, and as a REM driven clone version of himself, Hayden 
Christensen copied the sounds exactly as he heard them, and replicated these screams and 
groans for his role in the movie Star Wars Episode III: Revenge of the Sith (2005). 

Many directors, including George Lucas, have attended the cloning centre as REM driven 
clones versions of themselves, and have used me in a similar role-playing situation; they have 
caused me to have excruciating pain as a REM driven clone, to see what kind of squeak or 
screech I will make, as if I were less than a dog. 

Hayden Christensen, Actor  

Hayden Christensen attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself when he goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his duplicate REM 
driven clone. Hayden Christensen knows everything there is to know 
about REM driven human cloning and he is a “privileged” Illuminati 
member. Furthermore, when George Lucas as a REM driven clone 
version of himself, ordered other Illuminati REM driven clones to 
burn me when I was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at 
the cloning center, Hayden Christensen as a REM driven clone 
version of himself, watched and listened to me burn as a REM driven 

clone. Hayden Christensen later copied the  screams and groans which came from me  as I 
burned as REM driven clone, exactly as he heard them, for his role in the movie Star Wars 

III: Revenge of the Sith (2005). Episode 

 

 

 



Hillary Clinton, Former United States Secretary of State 

 Hillary Clinton attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of herself when she goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from her original body to her duplicate REM 
driven clone. I have seen Hillary Clinton as a REM driven clone 
version of herself at the cloning center when I have been 
unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. 
Whoever wins the upcoming U.S. Presidential election is STILL a 
member of the Illuminati and the New World Order (NWO), and 
was either part of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, 

or becomes part of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture; this way the Illuminati 
never loses. Hillary Clinton is already part of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, 
and Hillary Clinton has been a part of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture for 
many years. If Hillary Clinton is to win the upcoming U.S. Presidential elections she will also 
be another Obama. Furthermore, Hillary Clinton knows everything there is to know about 
me, from seeing me as a REM driven clone version of myself by attending the cloning center 
for many years. Hillary Clinton as a REM driven clone version of herself has also spoken to 
me many times when I have been unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning 
center and Hillary Clinton knows everything there is to know about the Illuminati’s REM 
driven human cloning subculture.  

Justin Bieber, Singer  

Justin Bieber attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself when he goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his duplicate REM 
driven clone. Justin Bieber has performed many songs I have made 
as a REM driven clone version of myself from the cloning center 
through the process of consciousness transfer from my original 
body to my duplicate REM driven clone. 

 

Justin Timberlake, Singer 

Justin Timberlake attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself when he goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his duplicate REM 
driven clone. Justin Timberlake has performed many songs I have 
made as a REM driven clone version of myself from the cloning 
center through the process of consciousness transfer from my 
original body to my duplicate REM driven clone. 

The song “I’m Lovin’ It” (justintimberlakeVEVO 2009) which 
Justin Timberlake sings and is also used as a slogan by McDonald’s (Filipe Augusto 2007), 
derives from the fact that owners of McDonald’s also attend the cloning center as REM 
driven clone versions of themselves and wanted me, as a REM driven clone version of myself 
to come up with a slogan for McDonald’s...  
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Consequently, as a REM driven clone unwillingly activated at the cloning center, the slogan I 
coined for McDonalds is “(((I’m lovin’ it)))” (Filipe Augusto 2007; justintimberlakeVEVO 
2009) and McDonald’s later had Justin Timberlake sing it... However, as a REM driven 
clone, I said that line. 

Kanye West, hip hop recording artist 

Kanye West attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself when he goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his duplicate 
REM driven clone. Kanye West has performed many songs I 
have made as a REM driven clone version of myself from the 
cloning center through the process of consciousness transfer 
from my original body to my duplicate REM driven cl
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one. 

On the night of May 11th 2012, when I went to sleep, and I was 
unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, there 
were many people voicing that they wish to leave the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture, and if they are not deactivated as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the 
cloning center, they will speak publicly about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture. Among the people who wanted to save himself from being activated as REM 
driven clone version of himself, at the cloning center, included a REM driven clone version 
of Kanye West (Beyoncé and Jay Z, were also REM driven clone versions activated at the 
cloning center). 

Furthermore, from the events which transpired at the cloning center, on the night of 11th of 
May 2012, as a REM driven clone version, Kanye West (Beyoncé and Jay Z, as REM driven 
clone versions) wanted the world to know that he is leaving the Illuminati’s REM driven 
cloning subculture and he wants “Donny left alone”.  Moreover, as a REM driven clone 
version of himself, Kanye West (Beyoncé and Jay Z, as REM driven clone versions) wanted 
the world to know “He will not be torturing me for songs anymore, when I am unwillingly 
activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, or participating in the Illuminati’s 
REM driven cloning subculture”.   

That was then; Kanye West was just trying to save himself at the time, when he thought  the 
wave of good people against the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture was about to 
wash over those who attend the cloning center as REM driven clone versions of original 
people... Kanye West still attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone version of 
himself, and Kanye West still participates in the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. 
See Marshall (2016a) Experiences from the Cloning Center Volume 1 under the content 
heading:  “May 12th 2012; Time is quickly running out for the Illuminati... continue exposing 
REM driven cloning” for full details of events which transpired at the cloning center the on 
the evening of 11th May 2012. 

 

 

 



Kenny Rogers, Singer 

The American singer Kenny Rogers attends the cloning center as 
a REM driven clone version of himself, when he goes to sleep, 
through the process of consciousness transfer from his original 
body to his duplicate REM driven clone. 
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The first song which I sang as a child REM driven clone, 
unwillingly activated at the cloning center is called “Lady” 
(Robin Francis 2008) which was later performed by Kenny 
Rogers. I sang “Lady” (Robin Francis 2008)  to Queen Elizabeth 

II’s REM driven clone, as a child REM driven clone at the cloning center, and Queen 
Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself, was awestruck, as was everyone else 
sitting in the stands as REM driven clone versions of original people. 

As a REM driven clone version of himself, Kenny Rogers was Queen Elizabeth II’s REM 
driven clone sex slave. Whenever they were both activated as REM driven clone versions of 
themselves at the cloning center, Kenny Rogers had to succumb to Queen Elizabeth II’s 
every wish as a REM driven clone, whenever he was activated as a REM driven clone 
version of himself at the cloning center. If Kenny Rogers ever announced publicly, that when 
he went to sleep in his original body and reached REM sleep, he had his consciousness 
transferred and he was activated as a REM driven clone at a remote location, where he had to 
be a REM driven clone sex slave for Queen Elizabeth II (also a REM driven clone version of 
herself), Kenny Rogers would have been killed in real life.  

After singing the song which Kenny Rogers later performed, titled “Lady” (Robin Francis 
2008), to Queen Elizabeth II who was a REM driven clone, when I was a child REM driven 
clone version of myself unwillingly activated at the cloning center, Queen Elizabeth II as a 
REM driven clone version of herself, asked me “Wow! How did you do that?” and as a child 
REM driven clone, I responded “I don’t know, can I go home now?” The Illuminati members 
deactivated my consciousness from my REM driven clone, and my REM driven clone body 
fell limp and dropped to the floor, and I did not remember anything when I woke up from 
sleep and resumed experiencing life in my original (real) body, because I was memory 
suppressed about my REM driven clone experiences for over 25 years.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Kristen Bell, Actress 

American actress Kristen Bell attends the cloning center as a 
REM driven clone version of herself when she goes to sleep, 
through the process of consciousness transfer from her original 
body to her duplicate REM driven clone. 

On the night of April 11th 2012 when I went to sleep and I was 
unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone version of myself, 
Kristen Bell was present at the cloning center, as a REM driven 
clone version of herself, when I was activated as a REM driven 
clone.  As a REM driven clone version of herself, Kirsten Bell 

was trying to entice me to willingly join the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture; 
when I refused as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, Kristen Bell 
screamed loudly in my face, as over 400 REM driven clone versions of original people sitting 
in the stands of the auditorium watched, as if it was some sort of idiot theatre.  As a REM 
driven clone version Kristen Bell’s sole motive was to be seen by the rich, political and 
celebrity figures who attend the cloning center as REM driven clone versions of themselves 
because as a REM driven clone version of herself, Kristen Bell mentioned to me when I was 
a REM driven clone unwillingly activated at the cloning center that “She is having a very 
difficult time getting famous because nobody seems to remember her name.” Accordingly, 
other than trying to entice me to willingly join the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture, and trying to be seen by the rich, political, and celebrity figures attending the 
cloning center as REM driven clone versions of themselves, Kristen Bell as a REM driven 
clone version of herself, had no real reason to speak to me (as REM driven clone versions of 

Kurt Russell, Actor

ourselves).  

 

Kurt Russell is an American actor who attends the cloning center as 
a REM driven clone version of himself when he goes to sleep, 
through the process of consciousness transfer from his original body 
to his duplicate REM driven clone. During the time when I was 
composing my letter to the public [regarding the Illuminati’s REM 
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driven cloning subculture] (Donald Marshall Proboards 2012), Kurt 
Russell as a REM driven clone version, told me, when I was 
unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, 
to include in the letter that “He does not like the cloning center, and 

that  he  never tortured me [when I was activated as a REM driven clone version of myself by 
the Illuminati]; then as a REM driven clone, Kurt Russell later changed his mind and told me  
(as REM driven clone version of myself), not to mention him  in my disclosures, but I will 
mention him again, so that the world knows he never tortured me when I was unwillingly 

vated as a REM driven clone.  

 

acti
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Maroon 5, American pop rock band 

Levine, 
rselves

 
 

Adam Levine, lead v

As a REM driven clone version of myself 
unwillingly activated at the cloning center, 
against my will, I made every single song 
Maroon 5 ever recorded. I have interacted 
with the lead singer from Maroon 5, Adam 

as REM driven clone versions of 
 at the cloning center. ou

ocalist of Maroon 5 

Adam Levine knows EVERYTHING about me, REM driven cloning, 
the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, as well as, 
everything else I have disclosed. Adam Levine sits in the stands at 
the cloning center as a REM driven clone version of himself, and 
Adam Levine reads every posts that I make. Adam Levine will see 
what has been written about him here, and he will be very annoyed 
that his name has been mentioned. Moreover, as a REM driven clone 
version of myself unwillingly activated at the cloning center, against 
my will, I made the song “Misery” (Maroon5VEVO 2010) which 
Maroon 5 and Adam Levine later performed. The song “Misery” 

(Maroon5VEVO 2010) is about my time spent at the cloning center and how I am going to 
get Queen Elizabeth II back... ng to get all the Illuminati members 

m going to get all of them... Adam 
Levine is scum.  

Megadeth, American thrash metal band

 word for word... I am goi
. I awho harmed me as REM driven clone versions..

 

e a o

r. After our interaction 
later date, the ‘songwriter’ passes on new songs to the leade

I have only ever seen the lead singer 
from Megadeth as REM driven clone 
versions of ourselves at the cloning 
center. I have only ever dealt with 
Dav  Must ine fr m Megadeth as 
REM driven clone versions at the 
cloning center; and I have never met 
the other band members from 
Megadeth. Sometimes with popular 

bands which are widely known, the other band members or in some examples even the lead 
singer is not permitted to attend the cloning center as a REM driven clone; however the 
person who claims to be the ‘songwriter’ will attend the cloning center as a REM driven 
duplicate clone, and I would have to interact with the ‘songwriter’ as REM driven clone 
versions of ourselves at the cloning cente as REM driven clones; at a 

r singer / band once the 
‘songwriter’ is experiencing life through their original (real) body and not as a REM driven 
clone version at the cloning center.   



This is when the ‘songwriter’ tells the band / lead singer, he / she (the ‘songwriter’) wrote 
whichever song he / she is giving the band to sing without any mention of REM driven 
cloning, or their interactions with me as REM driven clones. With such a design, the band 
members / lead singers are oblivious to how the songs which they sing ever came to fruition.  

Furthermore, when the Illuminati were feeling so ‘confident’ at the time, with the evil which 
they wield onto the world, the Illuminati members finally decided to display my face on an 
album cover, clearly, and chose Megadeth’s (2001)  album The World Needs a Hero  -to 
mock me, and laugh at the world. I posed for the album cover, as a REM driven clone at the 
cloning center, and pictures were first taken of me as a REM driven clone without the blood 
and Skelton. The skeleton and the blood were later rendered onto the photograph via 
computer graphics. As a REM driven clone version of myself activated unwillingly at the 
cloning center, I was told the final edit displayed on the album cover is an oil painting. I was 
approximately 23 years old when I posed for the cover of the Megadeth Album cover The 
World Needs a Hero (2001) and the album was released 3 years later when I was 
approximately 26. The Illuminati members decided to finally display my face clearly on an 
album cover, because they were extremely confident that their REM driven cloning 
subculture would never be proven. Google image search this. The image shows what I 
sometimes look like after a REM driven clone gathering, with a skeleton popping out of my 
chest. I have displayed an image below for the reader to compare a photograph of me in 
everyday life (top left) with the image displayed on Megadeth  album cover (top right and 
bottom). 

’s
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Dave Mustaine, lead vocalist of Megadeth 

I was somewhat surprised by Dave Mustaine’s actions as a REM 
driven clone; because as REM driven clone versions, the 
celebrities are always trying to show off to the political figures, 
and the politica
celebrities at the 

l figures are always tr
cloning center as R

ying to show off to the 
EM driven clones at the 

ar the halfway point of the 
dome / small sports arena; one screen faces one half of the auditorium to the east, and the 

cloning center.  

The celebrities or political figures usually take the REM driven 
clone slaves / people who are unwillingly activated as REM 

driven clones at the cloning center to one of the side rooms, off the main concourse to have 
their way with the people who are unwillingly activated as REM driven clones, either by 
torturing these unfortunate people as REM driven clones; using the people who have been 
activated against their will as REM driven clones for death spectacles;  sex, as well as, 
anything else these celebrities or political figures want to use these unwillingly participants 
activated as REM driven clones at the cloning center for. While the torture of unwillingly 
participants at the hands of celebrity and political figures as REM driven clones is happening, 
there will be other REM driven clone versions of original people at the cloning center who 
are sitting in the stands of the auditorium watching on a big screen... There are two big 
screens, side by side, which are mounted, and are displayed ne

other screen faces the other half of the auditorium to the west... 

Do you know what Dave Mustaine, as a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning 
center did to me when he came into the side room, off the main concourse? As REM driven 
clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center, Dave Mustaine approached me in one of the 
side rooms off the main concourse and he actually stood up for me and said “When you send 
that letter out [the letter to the public concerning the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture] (Donald Marshall Proboards 2012) send them [the public] a picture of the album 
cover (Megadeth 2001) and send them a picture of your own face...” and as a REM driven 
clone version of himself, Dave Mustaine was crying, because this happened around same 
time the Illuminati members as REM driven clone versions were discussing killing me 
whenever I was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning 

ne version of myself at the cloning center. 
Furthermore, Dave Mustaine knows who I am, and knows plenty there is to know about the 

luminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. 

 

center.  

Therefore, as a REM driven clone version of myself interacting with Dave Mustaine who is 
also a REM driven clone, I asked him “What do you care?” and Dave Mustaine replied “I 
don’t want you to die... I think you’re awesome, man...” and so I said “OK”... However, with 
this said, Dave Mustaine has done some pretty mean stuff to me when I have been 
unwillingly activated as a REM driven clo

Il
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Michelle Obama, First Lady of the United States 

Michelle Obama attends the cloning center as a REM driven 
clone version of herself when she goes to 

s of consciousness transfer from he

low level flight of the Air For

sleep, through the 
proces r original body to 

ce One plane over 

her duplicate REM driven clone. 

In 2009, Michelle Obama was involved in a sick ‘joke’ 
which she and her husband, United States President, Barrack 
Obama conceived, when they were both activated as REM 
driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center. 
Michelle Obama’s and Barrack Obama’s sick joke involved 

having the Obama administration instigate a 
New York City, on Monday April 27  2009 (City Room 2009) at the site of the 9/11 World th

Trade Center Bombings, simply to terrify people! 

After the incident occurred, to the fright of many New Yorkers on a Monday morning (City 
Room 2009), the Obama Administration told the public, that it was a ‘photo opportunity’ for 
the Air Force One plane, although no pictures were taken. Moreover, Michelle Obama (and 
her husband United States President, Barrack Obama) had the audio recordings of voice calls 
of frightened people sent to the cloning center, and as a REM driven clone versions of 
herself, activated at the cloning center, Michelle Obama (her husband, United States 
President, Barrack Obama, as well as, many others who were REM driven clone versions of 
themselves at the cloning center) listened to these frantic phone calls from the public and she 
laughed hysterically, as people phoned emergency lines in panic and yelled “Al-Qaeda, Al-
Qaeda, has more planes”. New York’s emergency phone call lines were flooded with calls 
from t therrified people on the morning of Monday the 27  of April 2009 because Michelle 
Obama AND the United States President, Barrack Obama were the perpetrators of such a sick 

Mila Kunis, Actress

joke! 

  

mote e time I 
was writing the letter to the public about bculture 

Mila Kunis attends the cloning center as a REM driven 
clone version of herself when she goes to sleep, through 
the process of consciousness transfer from her original 
body to her duplicate REM driven clone. Mila Kunis is a 
privileged member and can attend the cloning center as a 
REM driven clone as and when she pleases. However, I 
am not allowed to leave the cloning center as and when I 
please like Mila Kunis, and I am constantly activated at 
the cloning center as a REM driven clone against my 

will. Furthermore, as a REM driven clone, Mila Kunis (an actress from “That 70s Show”) 
stabbed me multiple times  for saying “She is a slimy scumbag for hanging with these 
people” and for voicing that “She has enormous eyeballs and looks like a lemur”, when I was 
activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center and rendered immobile (which can be 
done at the push of a button, on a re control, to REM driven clones) during th

 the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning su
(Donald Marshall Proboards 2012).   



When I was activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center on the night of April 24th 
2012 when I went to sleep, Mila Kunis as a REM driven clone version of herself was one of 
the people who killed me as a REM driven clone that evening. I died three times as a REM 
driven on the 24th / 25th April when I went to sleep and was unwillingly activated as a 
REM driven clone at the cloning center. As a REM driven clone at the cloning center, Mila 
Kunis was unhappy that I had included her in my letter to the public (Donald Marshall 
Proboards 2012) with regards to how I mentioned that “She looks like a ring tailed lemur, and 
that she has enormous eyeballs”. As REM driven clones at the cloning center, Mila Kunis 
then advanced towards me with a bat, which she held vertically, and under Queen Elizabeth 
II’s command, (Queen Elizabeth II is also a REM driven clone at the cloning center), Mila 
Kunis then proceeded to smash me in the face repeatedly with the bat while I was chained to 
a wooden cross and unable to defend myself as a REM driven clone in the middle of the dirt 
arena at the cloning center. Mila Kunis, as a REM driven clone, beat my face with the bat 
multiple times until I died as a REM driven clone, and my consciousness faded to black in the 
third REM driven clone body which my consciousness was activated in on the 24th of April 
when I went to sleep that evening.  I died three times as a REM driven on the 24th April, 
and Mila Kunis, as her REM driven clone alternative was the person to kill me in the 
third REM driven clone body I had my consciousness transferred to.  See Marshall 
(2016a) Experiences from the Cloning Center Volume 1 under the content heading:  “April 
25th 2012; Donald Marshall dies three times as a REM driven clone. Help him expose the 
Illuminati” for full details of the events which occurred that evening when I was unwillingly 
activated as a REM driven clone, as well as, Mila Kunis’ involvement.    

Motörhead, English rock band  

Ian Fraser Kilmister, A.K.A “Lemmy”, was the lead vocalist of Motörhead 

3SG1: I guarantee you Don! Play some Motörhead 
and they [Illuminati members / your problems] will all 
go away! Including your neighbours! Uncle Lemmy is 
not Illumin
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ati! 

DM: 3SG1, Motörhead? Well that ugly bumpy faced 
b*****d HAS been to the cloning centers as REM 
driven clone version of himself. I have seen Lemmy as 

a REM driven clone at the cloning center when I was activated as a REM driven clone 
version of myself at the cloning center. Lemmy is a scumbag, dude.  May 15, 2012 at 
6:45pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148/posts/10150963153213973?comment_id=24207423&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R5%22%7D
https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148/posts/10150963153213973?comment_id=24207423&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R5%22%7D


Muammar Gaddafi, Former Prime Minister of Libya 

Muammar Gaddafi is not dead. That was a 
clone of Muammar Gaddafi that was killed and 
shown on television. The Illuminati 
deliberately cut Muammar Gaddafi’s clone at 
the hair-line (on his forehead, just above the 
eyebrow region); the Illuminati showed me the 
whole preparation for Muammar Gaddafi’s 
fake death as REM driven clones at the 
cloning center. According to the Illuminati 
REM driven clones, Muammar Gaddafi is still 
alive and living in Gaza. I guess Muammar 
Gaddafi has ties in Gaza. I used to call 

Muammar Gaddafi “Uncle Mo” when I was a child REM drive clone, unwillingly activated 
at the cloning center. Muammar Gaddafi as a REM driven clone, was actually somewhat 
nicer than the rest of the Illuminati members, but he had to keep up the exterior that he was 
just as evil as the rest of the Illuminati members (as REM driven clones). However, 
Muammar Gaddafi had been hanging around with me since I was brought to the cloning 
center as a child REM driven clone making these amazing songs, and free-styling songs out 
of thin air.  A song which I made as a child REM driven clone at the cloning center about 

 

Muammar Gaddafi for Prince to perform is called “Raspberry Beret”; “He wore a Raaaasp-
berry beret” –that’s the song. The song “Raspberry Beret” (Peterjochu 2012; LyricsFreak 
2016) is about Muammar Gaddafi. Muammar Gaddafi loved that song (Peterjochu 2012; 
LyricsFreak 2016); Muammar Gaddafi was sitting in the crowd as a REM driven clone 
version of himself behind the hockey boards snapping his fingers left and right as the tune 
“Raspberry Beret” was being played at the cloning center. Muammar Gaddafi would also 
flamenco dance as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. Moreover, as REM driven 
clones, Muammar Gaddafi used to hang around with me at the cloning center and Gaddafi 
would ask me how he should do some things; Muammar Gaddafi once said to me as REM 
driven clones at the cloning center that he wanted to top the Americans for a military vehicle 
(the Humvee), so he called me over and said with his harsh accent, “Donny, I have so much 
money... whata vehicle do I make?” and I responded as a REM driven clone at the cloning 
center, “I don’t know, just make something better than what they’ve got [the Americans], if 

 at the 
ing center... and I was perplexed and thinking to myself ‘How did this get here?!’ 

you are trying to top them.” 

Then, at a later date, as a REM drive clone, Muammar Gaddafi responded by saying “I put a 
Lamborghini engine in the [Ford] Bronco [car]; go faster than any Humvee” and as a REM 
driven clone, I replied “Cool”; and so Muammar Gaddafi was showing me this car
clon
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Concerning the Lockerbie bombing incident... I did not expect Muammar Gaddafi to be 
present at the cloning center as a REM driven clone version of himself speaking to Queen 
Elizabeth II as REM driven clones, because of the Lockerbie bombing; they are supposed to 
hate each other... However, Muammar Gaddafi was attending the cloning center as a REM 
driven clone version of himself before Muammar Gaddafi ordered the Lockerbie bombing, 
which happened in 1988. Therefore, one would think that Muammar Gaddafi would be 
scared to order the Lockerbie bombing when he is also a cloning center attendee, as a REM 
driven clone version of himself; I genuinely thought Muammar Gaddafi would be scared to 
order the Lockerbie bombing because of the deterrent of REM driven clone torture. However, 
if the Illuminati REM driven clones were going to clone torture Gaddafi, Gaddafi would have 
told the world about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. Furthermore, the 
Illuminati members also had one of Gaddafi’s ‘REALLY, REALLY’ close friends 
imprisoned as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, and I guess Muammar Gaddafi must 
have got ‘fruity’ [had a sexual relationship with his male friend as REM driven clones]  with 
his friend at times as REM driven clones at the cloning center, and Muammar Gaddafi 
wanted his friend back really badly, and so Gaddafi told the other Illuminati REM driven 
clones “If you do not let me have him back, I’m going to keep on bombing, and I’m going to 
tell the world about REM driven cloning and they will all pounce on you [Queen Elizabeth 
II], and they might pounce on me, but they will get you too... and I’m getting my friend back 
and you better give him back...” –and the Illumi
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nati members gave Muammar Gaddafi’s 

ar Gaddafi from speaking publicly about the 
ubculture.  

Natalie Portman, Actress

friend back to him after Gaddafi made that threat.  

After Muammar Gaddafi got his friend back, the crowd of REM driven clone onlookers, as 
well as, the other Illuminati REM driven clones said “Oh my God; why are you giving 
Gaddafi his friend back?!” –and the Illuminati members who approved the decision to give 
Gaddafi his friend back to him, fabricated an excuse that: “It was for international relations” 
–but in actuality, it was to prevent Muamm
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning s

 

American and Israeli actress Natalie Portman attends the cloning 
center as a REM driven clone version of herself when she goes to 
sleep, through the process of consciousness transfer from her 
original body to her duplicate REM driven clone. Natalie 
Portman also knows all there is to know about the Illuminati’s 
REM driven, human cloning subcultu

of the “Star Wars” cast. 
re; as does approximately 

5% 

 

 

2

Kommentti [C5]: Is this what 
you mean by ‘fruity’ ? 

 

 

 

 



Nelly Furtado, Singer 

Canadian Singer, Nelly Furtado attends the cloning center, as a 
REM driven clone version of herself when she goes to sleep, 
through the process of consciousness transfer from her original 
body to her duplicate REM driven clone.  Whenever I am making 
songs as a REM driven clone version of myself unwillingly 
activated at the cloning center, I try and put little hints into almost 
all of the songs which I made from the cloning center as a REM 
driven clone. For Example in the song Nelly Furtado and 
Timberland performed titled “Say It Right”, I said as a REM 
driven clone while singing Nelly Furtado’s part “(((Space is 
cloning)))” (which can be heard at 3:08 min of the song; 

NellyFurtadoVEVO 2009).  The Illuminati members as REM driven clone versions of 
themselves at the cloning center wanted me to change that part of the song to something else 
but I said, as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, “Who cares. Just 
make it like that”. That line does not make sense in the song... but that is exactly what Nelly 
Furtado says at 3:08 min of the song “Say It Right”. 

Nickelback, Canadian rock band 

When I was unwillingly activated as a REM driven 
clone at the cloning center, I was forced by the 
Illuminati REM driven clones, to make all of 
Nickelback’s songs which the band later performed, 
except for Nickelback’s latest song which has just 
been released called “This Means War” (Road 
Runner Records 2012).  The Illuminati REM driven 
clones showed me the video for Nickelback’s self-
made song “This Means War” at the cloning center, 

when I was unwillingly activated by the Illuminati members as a REM driven clone, and they 
told me the intent of the song represents how angry the Illuminati are with me in regards to 
disclosing their REM driven cloning subculture (Road Runner Records 2012).  The reader 
should review Nickelback’s self-made song “This Means War” (Road Runner Records 2012) 
if the reader has not yet done this, because the reader will be met with many references in the 
song relating to the disclosure of this information, such as “You’ve gone too farrrrrrr”; “Who 
do you think you are?” and; “The only thing to save, is the banner that you wave, to be 
wrapped around your grave.”  Moreover, as a REM driven clone, activated against my will at 
the cloning center, I named the band “Nickelback”. 

3SG1: Nickelback are rubbish. 

DM: Yes, Nickelback are rubbish. As REM driven clones at the cloning center, I only ever 
dealt with Chad Kroeger (lead singer).  I’m not sure if the rest of the band is aware of me... I 
have never met the other members of Nickelback as REM driven clones at the cloning center; 
Chad Kroeger (lead singer) was the only person from Nickelback I spoke to as REM driven 
clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center. May 9, 2012 at 9:12pm  
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https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148/posts/10150845622783973?comment_id=24120493&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R7%22%7D


Chad Kroeger, lead vocalist of Nickelback 

As a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, 
Chad Kroeger is a little b**** loser. At least the f** finally got a 
haircut...  May 9, 2012 at 9:12pm
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Nicole Leone, A.K.A “Madonna”, Singer 

Kommentti [C6]: You called 
him a fag – did you mean 
‘homosexual’ or ‘annoying 
person’? I’ve highlighted this 
because the last thing you need is 
ppl saying you’re homophobic –
need all the help you can get. 

Madonna attends the cloning center as a REM driven 
clone version of herself when she goes to sleep, 
through the process of consciousness transfer from 
her original body to her duplicate REM driven clone.  
Madonna has performed many, many songs I have 
made as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. 
When it comes to my relationship with Madonna as 
REM driven clones, I’ve composed almost ALL 
Madonna’s songs as a REM driven clone at the 
cloning center for her to perform. Moreover, when I 
was writing my letter to the public (Donald Marshall 

Proboards 2012), as REM drive clones, I told Madonna also a REM driven clone of herself at 
the cloning center, that I am going to tell the world that she COERCED  to compose songs 
for her throughout my life as REM driven clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center, to 
which Nicole Leone (Madonna) replied and told me VERY specifically, to say in my letter 
that “She is not afraid!” and “No one will believe me and nothing will come of this”. It has 
been over four years since that letter (Donald Marshall Proboards 2012), and I am still asking 
the public to help me prove her wrong. 

Prince Charles of Wales 

Prince Charles of Wales is a ringleader of the Illuminati; 
he is a prime evil Illuminati member. Prince Charles is 
among one of the worst Illuminati members who attends 
the cloning center as a REM driven clone version of 
himself and he is an unbelievable depraved pervert. As a 
REM driven clone version of himself, Prince Charles has 
also watched the murders of real children who have been 
brought to the cloning center and murdered, when the 
murders of children were happening in real time. 
Furthermore, as a REM driven clone version of himself, 
Prince Charles re-watches video footage of children who 
are real and not REM driven clones of children, who have 
been kidnapped and brought to the cloning center to be 
murdered on video. 

 

https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148/posts/10150845622783973?comment_id=24120493&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R7%22%7D


To this day, the Royal family of England appoints a “Groom of the Stool”. A Groom of the 
Stool is responsible for stools; the kind you sit on the kind you expel. In other words a Groom 
of the Stool wipes Royal bottoms. The above was confirmed to me by Prince Charles of 
Wales as a REM driven clone version of himself when I was unwillingly activated as a REM 
driven clone at the cloning center and I asked Prince Charles of Wales, “Why does the Royal 
family still have a Groom of the Stool to this day?”, and Prince Charles’ reply was, and I 
quote:  “It gives you the feeling of being completely taken care of”. 

When I am unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning 
center and I am attacked by the Illuminati REM driven clones, sometimes I will pretend to be 
defeated or even scared for a while... until I can get close to Prince Charles of Wales who is 
also a REM driven clone at the cloning center (or any of the Illuminati ringleaders) –and 
*SMACK* -I’ll smack, smack, smack, Prince Charles of Wales (or other Illuminati 
ringleaders) until someone in the control room pushes a button to paralyse my REM driven 
clone, and this is when the Illuminati REM driven clones, as well as, Prince Charles of Wales 
as a REM driven clone version of himself, will start beating me in the face as a REM driven 
clone version of myself, at the cloning center.   

Prince Charles of Wales, would like The Crown from Queen Elizabeth II “Sometime this 
century” were his exact words as a REM driven clone, when Queen Elizabeth II, also a  REM 
driven clone version of herself mentioned at the cloning center that she may announce 
abdicating the throne (publicly) and give Prince Charles The Crown.  

Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh  

Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh is a ringleader of the Illuminati; 
he is a prime evil Illuminati member. Prince Philip is among one of 
the worst Illuminati members who attends the cloning center as a 
REM driven clone version of himself and he is an unbelievable 
depraved pervert. Furthermore, Duke Philip is also in charge of the 
Freemason lodge in Scotland.  
 
When Duke Philip does not like a person (just like when Queen 
Elizabeth II does not like someone), Duke Philip has that person 

cloned, and in five months time once that person’s duplicate clone has fully formed, when 
that person sleeps, Duke Philip will have that person’s consciousness transferred to their 
REM driven clone, and Duke Philip will torture that person as a REM driven clone until she 
or he dies of a heart attack or aneurysm in their original (real) body, because consciousness is 
linked (Petkova and Ehrsson 2008; Ehrsson 2013). 

.  
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Duke Philip was also complicit in the murder of Bernie Mac, as well as, the indigenous 
children of Canada to name a few. In Bernie Mac’s murder case, as a REM driven clone of 
himself, Duke Philip (and his wife Queen Elizabeth II) tortured multiple REM driven clones 
of Bernie Mac for a period of four to five hours continuously as a show of his ‘power’, and 
Bernie Mac died in his original (real) body from pneumonia (fluid in the lungs) that was 
complicated by sarcoidosis that was in remission, as a result of  the REM driven clone torture 
exerted by Duke Philip (and his wife Queen Elizabeth II). In the murder case of the 
indigenous children of Canada, Duke Philip (and his wife Queen Elizabeth II) killed the 
children as a clone version of himself (Duke Philip was operating a different type of clone 
which runs on independent consciousness and not REM frequency) and therefore, Duke 
Philip had a solid alibi of being in England at the time the murders of the indigenous children 
of Canada took place.  

In spite of the misinformation circulated in alternative media outlets and perpetuated by the 
Illuminati themselves, Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh is NOT a reptile (and neither are the 
other Illuminati members). Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh is human. Do NOT waste your 
time thinking Duke Philip or other Illuminati members are reptiles, demons, or aliens -they 
are NOT; they are human.  
 
On the night of May 13th 2012, when I went to sleep and I was unwillingly activated as a 
REM driven clone at the cloning center, Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh (and his wife 
Queen Elizabeth II) as a REM driven clone version spoke to me in the middle of the dirt 
arena. Duke Philip is worried that his mother [Princess Alice of Battenberg], as well as, the 
other Illuminati members will be vilified for all time, and therefore the intent of his 
conversation on the night of May 13th 2012, when Duke Philip spoke to me as REM driven 
clone versions of ourselves at the cloning center, was to offer me a bribe. As a REM driven 
clone version of himself, Duke Philip told me on the evening of May 13th 2012 when I went 
to sleep, and I was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone that “I do not know what the 
Illuminati have got planned. And as long as sugarcoat events and say that I exaggerated [my 
disclosure of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture], as well as, leave certain names 
out of my disclosures, then in return they [the Illuminati] will show the world edited 
highlights of my best swordfights (I lost more swordfights as a REM driven clone than I 
won); spear fights, as well as, edited highlights of me making songs as a REM driven clone at 
the cloning center. “The world will love me more for the ordeal I have endured, if I decide to 
sugarcoat and omit certain events and details [regarding the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture]”” -is more or less the bribe Duke Philip as a REM driven clone version of himself 
offered me when he spoke to me as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. Duke Philip 
and his cronies also left me unscathed as a REM driven clone, and my consciousness was 
deactivated from my REM driven clone that evening, which normally does not happen, 
especially since I REFUSED Duke Philip’s bribe, and I continue to disclose all of the 
Illuminati’s secrets to the world which have unequivocally been proven to me as fact. See 
Marshall (2016a) Experiences from the Cloning Center Volume 1 under the content heading: 
“May 14th 2012; Prince Philip, Duke of Edinburgh asks Donald Marshall to sugarcoat his 
experiences” for further details regarding my experience with Duke Philip as REM driven 
clone versions of ourselves that evening. 
    
 
 
 
 
 



Duke Philip and other Illuminati members are extremely worried, that once the world learns 
of the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, and understand and know the extent to 
which hidden technology has progressed in our current time, and the fact that Duke Philip, as 
well as, other Illuminati members have used such highly advanced technologies like REM 
driven cloning technology to commit crimes against the public currently undetected, then 
once Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, as well as, the hidden and highly advanced 
technologies are understood and known by a large percent of the world’s population, Prince 
Philip, Duke of Edinburgh (as well as, other Illuminati members) fear the repercussions they 
will receive from the world’s populace.  
 
I was left unharmed as a REM driven clone on the evening of May 13th 2012 when I went to 
sleep and unwillingly had my consciousness transferred to my REM driven clone duplicate, 
thanks to the help of the good people in the world spreading these disclosures about the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. Consequently, keep spreading these disclosures 
regarding the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, because this is what will save me 
from REM driven cloning and eventually lead to the shutdown of cloning centers. 
 

Queen Elizabeth II 

Queen Elizabeth II is a ringleader of the 
Illuminati; she is a prime evil Illuminati member.  
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Queen Elizabeth II has been involved with REM 
driven cloning since its inception (1945)! She 
owns the above ground cloning center in Canada 
which I am forced to attend against my will as a 
REM driven clone. Queen Elizabeth II is among 
one of the worst Illuminati members who attends 
the cloning center as a REM driven clone version 
of herself; she is an unbelievable depraved 
pervert, and as a REM driven clone version of 
herself, Queen Elizabeth II shows off to the 
celebrities that attend the cloning centers as REM 
driven clone versions of themselves.  

 
Queen Elizabeth II has the REM driven cloned children at the cloning centre call her “Lilli-
bet” and Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone of herself does ungodly things to these 
REM driven cloned children. Some REM driven clone children she fakes being nice to; other 
REM driven cloned children she is terrible to; and as a REM sleep driven clone Queen 
Elizabeth II cuts these REM driven clone children with swords while they scream. The decent 
people at these cloning centres who have had their consciousness transferred into their 
duplicate REM driven clones, and are there against their will, like I am are terrified to say 
anything against Queen Elizabeth II and her cronies. 
 
Queen Elizabeth II and her cronies also hold peoples’ children hostage as REM driven clones 
at the cloning center; to be torn apart; clone death after clone death if these people who are 
forced to attend the centers as REM driven clone versions of themselves have the slightest 
inkling of informing anyone about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. Everyone 
who attends the cloning center as REM driven clone versions of themselves is terrified of 
Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone; and therefore C.S.I.S Canadian intelligence; 
Prime Minster Stephen Harper, as well as, many Commissionaires do whatever Queen 
Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone at the cloning center says, and appear to follow her every 
whim without question. 
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Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone of herself is an attention seeker and likes to show 
off and be heard. The first song I made as a child REM driven clone activated against my will 
at the cloning centers is called “Lady” ((Robin Francis 2008) later performed by Kenny 
Rogers)  I sang “Lady” (Robin Francis 2008) to Queen Elizabeth II’s REM driven clone 
when I was unwillingly activated as a child REM driven clone at the cloning center. Ever 
since that moment, I was constantly activated against my will as a REM driven clone at the 
cloning center, and I was mostly singing songs to Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone 
version of herself at the cloning center. More celebrities started attending the cloning centers 
as REM driven clone versions of themselves when I was composing these songs, and as a 
direct result, Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself, gained a larger 
audience, to show off towards. As a REM driven clone, activated unwillingly at the cloning 
centers, I had to face Queen Elizabeth II’s REM driven clone whenever I was composing 
these songs. Moreover, Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone called me “The Royal 
Minstrel”, as well as, “The Amazing Song Child”. As a REM driven clone, Queen Elizabeth 
II, said “She fell in love with me” but in reality it was just a premise for Queen Elizabeth II as 
a REM driven clone version of herself, to talk all the time to the celebrity and political figures 
who attend the cloning centers as REM driven cloned versions of themselves; Queen 
Elizabeth II really IS an incredible attention seeker. Moreover, the song “Misery” performed 
by Maroon5 (Maroon5VEVO 2010) is about my time spent the cloning center as a REM 
driven clone and how I am going to get Queen Elizabeth II back... word for word.... I am 
going to get all the Illuminati REM driven clones back... me... all of them... 
 
In spite of the misinformation circulated in alternative media outlets and perpetuated by the 
Illuminati themselves, Queen Elizabeth II is NOT a reptile (and neither are the other 
Illuminati members). Queen Elizabeth II is human. Queen Elizabeth II is just very old and 
she is getting extremely haggard as the years roll by; Queen Elizabeth II is human. Do NOT 
waste your time thinking Queen Elizabeth II or other Illuminati members are reptiles, 
demons, or aliens -they are NOT, they are human.  
 
The incident in 1982, when Michael Fagan broke into Queen Elizabeth II’s bedroom (The 
Independent 2012) was staged by the Illuminati. The reason the Illuminati staged the event 
was because the Illuminati members wanted more security, paid for by the government. 
Moreover the Illuminati staged another event involving Queen Elizabeth II where an elderly 
woman broke free from the barricade and past police at St. James Cathedral church (Toronto) 
to hand Queen Elizabeth II a black plastic bag containing a commemorative tea towel 
(Nguyen 2010). The above event was totally staged by the Illuminati because the Illuminati 
members want government security. The Illuminati members will need a lot more security 
once their REM driven cloning subculture is known by a large percent of the populace. 
 
When the leadership of Australia realised just how insane Queen Elizabeth II really is, 
Australia decided to declare independence from England finally. Australia does not like 
Queen Elizabeth II and does not want to be associated with Queen Elizabeth II that closely, 
however, Australia stayed in the REM driven cloning subculture in order to remain “status 
quo”, unlike Greece who boycotted joining the cloning centers. When the Greek leaders 
decided to boycott the cloning center, Queen Elizabeth II CHOSE Greece to suffer economic 
troubles and boost the economies for other countries that attend the cloning centers as REM 
driven clone versions of themselves, and are loyal to Queen Elizabeth II. This is the reason 
Australian remains “status quo” so far as the cloning centers are concerned, because the 
Australian leadership fear that Queen Elizabeth II and the other Illuminati economic vultures 
would make Australia suffer economic troubles, similar to how Greece is suffering economic 
troubles for refusing to attend the cloning centers. Seriously, I was there as a REM driven 
clone at the cloning center when Queen Elizabeth II implemented this decision against 
Greece. 
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Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone used MK Ultra (mind control) technology on me 
when I was activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center in the past, and she made 
me run around the cloning center saying and doing horrible things under MK Ultra 
technology which she, Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone, operated. Queen Elizabeth 
II as a REM driven clone version of herself, made me say and do these horrible things when I 
was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone, so that when the Illuminati’s REM driven 
cloning subculture is fully exposed Queen Elizabeth II and other Illuminati members can drag 
me down with them.  

Queen Elizabeth II (as well as other Illuminati members) as a REM driven clone version of 
herself, turned my own family against me, when my family members were activated as REM 
driven clones at the cloning center. As a REM driven clone version of herself Queen 
Elizabeth II (as well as other Illuminati members) insinuated that I had hit or molested their 
children; poisoned their pets when the pets died of sickness and other such things to make my 
own family hate me and not want to help me expose the Illuminati and their REM driven 
cloning subculture.  

When Queen Elizabeth II does not like someone, she has that person grown as a duplicate 
clone; five months later, Queen Elizabeth will torture that person as a REM driven clone until 
that person has a heart attack or aneurysm in their original body and dies in real life. 
 
Queen Elizabeth II has also been complicit in the murders of many people in real life. 
Examples of murders which Queen Elizabeth II has been involved with, includes: Bernie 
Mac, Diana Spencer Princess of Wales, the indigenous children of Canada, as well as, the 
murders of the witnesses of the missing Canadian children’s’ case; and Queen Elizabeth II 
was also an accomplice in the Robert Pickton murders to name a few. In Bernie Mac’s 
murder, Queen Elizabeth II tortured multiple REM driven clones of Bernie Mac for four to 
five hours continuously until Bernie Mac died in his original (real) body the following day. 
Queen Elizabeth II murdered Bernie Mac because, Bernie Mac protested against Queen 
Elizabeth II’s REM driven cloning subculture, and Bernie Mac was getting others to follow 
his lead. In Diana Spencer’s murder, Queen Elizabeth II had Princess Diana murdered by 
shinning the brightest light known to man in the window side of her car; the car swerved and 
hit the divider, there wasn’t any paparazzi. Moreover, Princess Diana survived the fatal 
accident and was later injected with a high concentration of salt which killed her. Queen 
Elizabeth II had Princess Diana killed because Princess Diana was going to marry an Arab, 
Dodi Fayed, and Queen Elizabeth II hates Arabs. In the murder of the indigenous children of 
Canada, Queen Elizabeth II (and her husband Duke Philip) killed the children as a clone 
version of herself (Queen Elizabeth II was operating a different type of clone which runs on 
independent consciousness and not REM frequency) and therefore had a solid alibi of being 
in England. Queen Elizabeth II then cloned all the witnesses to the Canadian missing 
children’s case who could testify and verify seeing Queen Elizabeth II; Queen Elizabeth II 
then had the witnesses to the Canadian missing children’s case killed one by one, in their 
original (real) bodies by applying constant electrical currents to their REM driven clones until 
each witness who could testify to the Canadian missing children’s case died.   
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Furthermore, Queen Elizabeth II had a role to play in the Robert Pickton murders. Queen 
Elizabeth II hates prostitutes... I do not know why and it is ironic because Queen Elizabeth II 
is more piggish and vulgar than any prostitute on the planet. Just Queen Elizabeth II’s role in 
the Robert Pickton murders alone should get her hanged. Queen Elizabeth II and the 
Canadian government were trying to lower the amount of prostitutes on the Canadian streets. 
Therefore, Queen Elizabeth II (and other Illuminati members) had a man named Robert 
Pickton start killing the women and feeding the women to pigs on the Robert Pickton farm. 
Queen Elizabeth II (and other Illuminati members) made sure each woman who died at the 
hands of Robert Pickton was video recorded; Queen Elizabeth II then watched the Robert 
Pickton murders, as a REM driven clone version of herself from the cloning centers; she also 
forced many people, including me, as REM driven clone versions of original people, to watch 
the Pickton murders on video. Queen Elizabeth II loves watching the Robert Pickton murders 
and she says she has a “macabre fascination” with death.   
 
Queen Elizabeth II has made many empty promises to me several times as REM driven clone 
versions of ourselves at the cloning center; she has promised me that she would seize and 
desist; she has promised that she will announce abdicating the throne publicly; she promised 
that she will stop activating me as a REM driven clone; however each time I sleep and reach 
REM sleep, Queen Elizabeth II has my consciousness transferred to my REM driven clone 
duplicate and then Queen Elizabeth II begs me, and asks me to reconsider joining the 
Illuminati and tells me nonsense such as “Please reconsider Dun, we love you; you’ve been 
with us since childhood; we need you to oversee the musical sphere of our organisation” This 
is usually when I tell her “NO! Rot in hell! You are a child murdering hag thing; you are a 
drunk senile pervert and a remarkable pathetic loser!” and then Queen Elizabeth II will use 
this repetitive monotonous dialogue as an excuse to torture me as a REM driven clone.  
Queen Elizabeth II uses any excuse to torture me as a REM driven clone.  

As REM driven clones, my REM driven clone body will be usually be chained or paralysed 
before I am activated as a REM driven clone so that I cannot defend myself (REM driven 
clones can be paralysed at the push of a button on a remote control), and then Queen 
Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone beats me to death with a bat (in my REM driven clone 
body); cuts my REM driven clone body with swords; crushes my REM driven clone testicles 
in her hands... slowly...; bites and chews of my REM driven clones face off like a dog... As a 
REM driven clone version, Queen Elizabeth II terrorises me in many, many different ways. 
Queen Elizabeth II really is a remarkable pathetic loser, and as a REM driven clone, Queen 
Elizabeth II WANTS a reason to be seen and heard in the spotlight at the cloning center, 
because she is an incredible attention seeker, and therefore she uses the torture of my REM 
driven clones to be seen and heard in the spotlight at the cloning center and continues to 
torment me in many different ways, whenever I am unwillingly activated as a REM driven 
clone at the cloning center.  
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The shutdown of the cloning centers hinges on Queen Elizabeth II and other Royal families 
and the power (Illuminati) families who attend the cloning centers as REM driven copies of 
their original selves. 

Everyone attending the cloning centers as REM driven clone versions of themselves are 
scared of Queen Elizabeth II because anyone who speaks up for me gets yelled at and 
threatened by Queen Elizabeth II’s REM driven clone, or another loyal Illuminati member 
will yell and threaten anyone who speaks up for me at the cloning center. After Bernie Mac 
was murdered at the hands of Queen Elizabeth II from the cloning center, everyone is scared 
to speak against Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone when they are activated as a REM 
driven clone at the cloning center. Furthermore, Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone 
version of herself, at the cloning center has stated “If any public person speaks out, they will 
die!” Therefore, public figures cannot openly discuss this topic of the Illuminati’s REM 
driven cloning subculture, although many public figures are involved, and know exactly what 
is going on. Public figures cannot openly warn the populace, because they fear what Queen 
Elizabeth II and her cronies may do to them for openly voicing their distaste for the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, –so they hint. It is NOW up to the ordinary man 
and woman to end the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. Furthermore, Queen 
Elizabeth II has a nuclear bomb installed at the cloning centre which she can press at any 
time to wreck havoc on the world unsuspectingly. Thankfully, I managed to convince 
Elizabeth not to do such a silly thing. The technological advantages and weaponry at Queen 
Elizabeth II’s disposal is why other REM driven clones at the cloning center follow Queen 
Elizabeth II’s every whim without question. 
 
This is why public figures are depending on the ordinary man and woman as well as a large 
percent of the populace to voice their distaste for the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture and help spread the information regarding the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture as far, wide and as fast as possible.  
 
It is imperative this message spreads as far and as quickly as possible because Queen 
Elizabeth is still cloning the populaces’ children and she continues to suck on children as 
REM driven clones at the cloning center. Basically, this is what Queen Elizabeth II does and 
is currently doing to children who have their consciousness transferred to their REM driven 
clone alternatives while they sleep. I am sorry if it sounds disgusting but that is generally 
what the hag (Queen Elizabeth II) does as a REM driven clone of herself at the cloning 
center. As a REM driven clone, sometimes Queen Elizabeth II tortures random children who 
are unsuspectingly activated as REM driven clones at the cloning center. It is very surreal. 
There are hundreds of REM driven clones all sitting in the stands watching, afraid to do 
anything for fear of what may happen to them at the hands of Queen Elizabeth II; therefore I 
must tell the world about what this hideous woman is REALLY like, and I must detail the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning culture and you the reader, HAVE to be brave enough to 
spread this message by telling everyone possible about this critical information. The populace 
MUST shut down the cloning centers. I want to see Queen Elizabeth II (the original and NOT 
ANY of her clones) answer to the world for what she’s been doing and allowing others 
(Illuminati members) to do to the populace.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
3SG1 Posts a link regarding Queen Elizabeth II’s panties for sale on eBay (TMZ 2012) 
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3SG1: Donald, what do you think of this? 
 
3SG2: She has got some DEBT! 
 
3SG1: Or do they [the royals] want us to think she has some debt? Or maybe it really is true 
[that she has some debt]? 
 
DM: Queen Elizabeth II has a secret fortune; she has Swiss Bank accounts and many other 
assets. Queen Elizabeth II secretly owns many things, including some record companies like 
Capitol and Universal; Queen Elizabeth II owns big record companies such as those labels... 
May 15, 2012 at 5:54pm  
 

Robyn Rihanna Fenty, A.K.A “Rihanna”, Singer  

Rihanna attends the cloning center as a REM driven 
clone version of herself when she goes to sleep, through 
the process of consciousness transfer from her original 
body to her duplicate REM driven clone. Rihanna has 
performed many songs I have made as a REM driven 
clone version of myself from the cloning center through 
the process of consciousness transfer from my original 
body to my duplicate REM driven clone. 
 
The cause of Rihanna’s and Chris Brown’s public fist-
fight (The Smoking Gun 2009) is to do with REM driven 
cloning. As REM driven clone versions activated at the 

cloning center, Rihanna tortured Chris Brown’s REM driven clone body, because both 
Rihanna and Chris Brown thought it would be “sexy cool” to torture Chris Brown as a REM 
driven clone ‘just a little bit’. However, Chris Brown found the torture of his REM driven 
clone body at the hands of Rihanna too painful, and what was supposed to be “sexy cool” fun 
as REM driven clones, spilled over into Rihanna’s and Chris Brown’s real lives, when both 
woke up from sleep and resumed experiencing life in their original (real) bodies. See 
Marshall (2016a) Experiences from the Cloning Center Volume 1 under the content heading:  
“May 18th 2012; Chris Brown’s and Rihanna’s fist-fight explained; “REM driven cloning” 
caused their fist fight” for full details.    

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148/posts/174677395991388?comment_id=372896&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R%22%7D


Robert Downey Junior, Actor  

Robert Downey Junior is an American actor who attends the 
cloning center as a REM driven clone version of himself when 
he goes to sleep, through the process of consciousness transfer 
from his original body to his duplicate REM driven clone. 
 
3SG1: What about Robert Downey Junior? What’s he like [as a 
REM driven clone at the cloning center]? 
 
DM: Robert Downey Junior is a junkie and pretty mean show-
off... July 2, 2012 at 11:12am 

 
3SG1: Robert Downey isn't a junkie anymore [in real life]... does he do bad stuff or his he ok 
[as a REM driven clone version at the cloning center]? 
 
DM: Robert Downey Junior is a junkie [in real life] he just says he is not. 
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Ron Paul, Former U.S. Congressman 

Ron Paul attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone version 
of himself when he goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his duplicate REM 
driven clone. I have seen Ron Paul as a REM driven clone of himself 
at the cloning center, when I have been unwillingly activated as a 
REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center. Ron Paul 
sits in the stands of the cloning center as a REM driven clone version 
of himself, in the front row, behind the hockey boards.  As a REM 
driven clone version of himself, Ron Paul once left his seat at the 

cloning center, just to come over and say “Hi” to me when I was unwillingly activated as a 
REM driven clone, because as a REM driven clone version of himself Ron Paul said “He 
wanted to meet me”.  

Kommentti [C7]: Is he a 
junkie in real life and as clones, at 
the cc? 

Russell Tyrone Jones, A.K.A “Ol’ Dirty Bastard”, was an American 
Rapper 

The rapper Ol’ Dirty Bastard called the Illuminati 
REM driven clones “Heathens” when he was a 
REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning 
center, and as a direct result, the Illuminati members 
had Ol’ Dirty Bastard killed for calling them 
“Hea
 
 

thens”. 

 

 

 

 
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150765564193973&set=a.10150765562303973.467143.766208972&type=3&comment_id=8458946&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R9%22%7D


Selena Gomez, Singer  

Selena Gomez attends the cloning center as a REM 
driven clone version of herself when she goes to sleep, 
through the process of consciousness transfer from her 
original body to her duplicate REM driven clone. 
Selena Gomez has performed many songs I have made 
as a REM driven clone version of myself from the 
cloning center through the process of consciousness 
transfer from my original body to my duplicate REM 
driven clone. 
 
 

 
 

 

Shawn Corey Carter, A.K.A “Jay Z”, American Rapper 

Jay Z attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone version of 
himself when he goes to sleep, through the process of consciousness 
transfer from his original body to his duplicate REM driven clone. 
Jay Z has performed songs I have made as a REM driven clone 
version of myself from the cloning center through the process of 
consciousness transfer from my original body to my duplicate RE
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M 
rive

ere also REM driven 
lone versions activated at the cloning center). 

d
 
On the night of May 11th 2012, when I went to sleep, and I was 
unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone version of myself at the 
cloning center, there were many people voicing that they wish to 

leave the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, and if they are not deactivated as REM 
driven clone versions of themselves at the cloning center, they will speak publicly about the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture.  Among the people who wanted to save himself 
from being activated as REM driven clone version of himself, at the cloning center, included 
a REM driven clone version of Jay Z (Beyoncé and Kanye West, w

n clone. 

Kommentti [C8]: Has Jay Z 
performed many songs which you 
have made?  Or a few songs? 

c
 
Furthermore, from the events which transpired at the cloning center, on the night of 11th of 
May 2012, as a REM driven clone version, Jay Z (Beyoncé and Kanye West, as REM driven 
clone versions) wanted the world to know that he is leaving the Illuminati’s REM driven 
cloning subculture and he wants “Donny left alone”. Moreover, as a REM driven clone 
version of himself, Jay Z (Beyoncé and Kanye West, as REM driven clone versions) wanted 
the world to know “He will not be torturing me for songs anymore when I am unwillingly 
activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, or participating in the Illuminati’s 
REM driven cloning subculture”.  That was then; Jay Z was just trying to save himself at the 
time, when he thought  the wave of good people against the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture was about to wash over those who attend the cloning center as REM driven clone 
versions of original people... Jay Z still attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself, and Jay Z still participates in the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture. See Marshall (2016a) Experiences from the Cloning Center Volume 1 under the 
content heading:  “May 12th 2012; Time is quickly running out for the Illuminati... continue 
exposing REM driven cloning” for full details of events which transpired at the cloning 
center the on the evening of 11th May 2012. 
 



Stephen Harper, Former Prime Minster of Canada 

Stephen Harper, Former Prime Minster of Canada attends the 
cloning center as a REM driven clone version of himself when he 
goes to sleep, through the process of consciousness transfer from 
his original body to his duplicate REM driven clone. 

As a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, 
Former Canadian Prime Minster, Stephen Harper does whatever 
Queen Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version says, and 
Stephen Harper as a REM driven clone of himself, follows a 

REM driven clone version of Queen Elizabeth II’s every whim without question, at the 
cloning center. Stephen Harper is very loyal to The Crown (British Monarchy). 
 
Moreover, Former Canadian Prime Minister, Stephen Harper knows everything there is to 
know about the conduct of the Robert Pickton murders; Stephen Harper has seen all the video 
recordings of the Robert Pickton murders as a REM driven clone version of himself at the 
cloning center and he cheers on as the rest of them do. Robert Pickton killed each victim by 
smashing each woman in the back of the head with a ball-peen hammer; approximately 38-40 
women. All these murders are on video for Former Canadian Prime Minster, Stephen Harper 
and his Illuminati cronies to watch at the cloning center as REM driven clone versions of 
themselves. Furthermore, as a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, 
Former Canadian Prime Minster Stephen Harper and his Illuminati friends, who are also 
REM driven clone versions at the cloning center, laugh and cheer as they watch the women 
die on video, at the hands of Robert Pickton. Many people have watched the Robert Pickton 
murders as REM driven clone alternatives at the cloning center. 
 
Former Canadian Prime Minster, Stephen Harper knows who I am, and as a REM driven 
clone version of myself, unwillingly activated at the cloning center, I sang the song 
“Titanium” performed by David Guetta featuring Sia (David Guetta 2011) to Former 
Canadian Prime Minster Stephen Harper, who was also present at the cloning center, as a 
REM driven clone version of himself. Accordingly, as a REM driven clone version of 
himself, Former Canadian Prime Minster Stephen Harper has shot me a few times, when I 
have unwillingly had my consciousness transferred to my REM driven clone duplicate bodies 
at the cloning center. Listen to the song “Titanium” and you can clearly hear “being shot” 
referenced many times. I do not like the song “Titanium” (David Guetta 2011). 

Moreover, I was never told by the Illuminati members as REM driven clone versions of 
themselves where the above ground cloning center is in Canada. However, Former Canadian 
Prime Minister, Stephen Harper knows the location of the above ground cloning center in 
Canada, and therefore the public should flood Stephen Harper with questions concerning the 
location of the above ground cloning center in Canada. Stephen Harper and many high-rank 
Illuminati members know where the location of the above ground cloning center in Canada 
is, for which I am an unwillingly activated as REM driven clone. 
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3SG1 Posts a link regarding a Montreal woman who wrote to Queen Elizabeth II to strip 
Steven Harper of his premiership... (Huffington Post 2012) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DM:  Stephen Harper is a very loyal puppet [in other words he does what he is instructed to 
do]... Stephen Harper is also afraid that once the populace learns about his involvement in the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, the populace will string him from a street light, 
and lynch him for allowing foreigners or anyone to grow REM driven clone duplicates of 
Canadian children; transferring the Canadian children’s consciousnesses  to their REM driven  
clone duplicates, while the real children are in REM sleep (at home), to be molested, raped, 
and tortured, as REM driven cloned children, at a remote location far away from the 
children’s homes, for the entertainment of the royals and the most scummy people in the 
world. Stephen Harper is scared and frantic now... The Illuminati members are all scared and 
frantic because of me... I told you I would get you Queen Elizabeth II... You should have left 
me alone [Queen Elizabeth II] while the opportunity lasted. Now you will feel how awful 
goodness is against evil.  May 13, 2012 at 10:19pm 

Steven Spielberg, Filmmaker 

American movie director Steven Spielberg is an Illuminati member 
and willingly attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself when he sleeps, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his REM driven 
clone duplicate. Steven Spielberg knows who I am. As REM driven 
clone versions of ourselves, at the cloning center, Steven Spielberg 
has discussed movies with me, and told me his life stories at the 
cloning center. 

 

Thien Thanh Thi Nguyen, A.K.A “Tila Tequila”, Television personality  

Tila Tequila attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone version 
of herself; she has attended the cloning centers as a REM driven clone 
of herself since she was a child. Tila Tequila sold her soul (in other 
words the use of her REM driven clone) to be used by the Illuminati as 
a REM driven clone sex slave (whenever she is activated as a REM 
driven clone by the Illuminati), in exchange for fame and fortune in 
real life. Tila Tequila does not want to be a REM driven clone sex 
slave, now.  
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https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148/posts/378874245498363?comment_id=4151723&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R%22%7D
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The Illuminati members punished Tila Tequila when she was activated as a REM driven 
clone and in real life too, so that other REM driven clone sex slaves at the cloning center 
would not protest against their situation like Tila Tequila did. Tila Tequila has tortured me as 
a REM driven clone, and watched the murders of real children on video at cloning center 
when she was activated as a REM driven clone. As a REM driven clone version of herself, 
Tila Tequila cheered and stated, “Yeah, we’re evil!!!” when she saw real children being 
murdered on video at the cloning center.  

Furthermore, Tila Tequila was given a brain aneurysm by the Illuminati members, and 
Illuminati let her survive. The Illuminati could have easily killed Tila Tequila; however, the 
Illuminati let Tila Tequila survive her brain aneurysm.  Since her brain aneurysm, Tila 
Tequila treads lightly; she was told by the Illuminati members not to publicly mention the 
word “clone”, “replicated clones” or anything which hints at human cloning. Tila Tequila 
was also told by Illuminati members, as REM driven clones at the cloning center, “If she 
mentions “clones” there will be no second chance and she will have her brain swell till she 
dies, remotely!” 

3SG1: I just read something recently about Tila Tequila. Tila was talking about bloodlines 
and clones. Furthermore, Tila had an aneurysm and learned all this stuff because she was 
engaged to the daughter of the Johnson and Johnson CEO (Casey Johnson), does this 
coincide with what you speak of? 

DM: Tila knows all about me and the cloning centers. Tila Tequila knows everything I have 
been telling the world. Tila Tequila as a REM driven clone version of herself hurt my REM 
driven clone at the cloning centers badly. Here is the scoop on Tila: In order for Tila to get 
her reality TV show, Tila Tequila had to agree to be a willing REM (sleep) driven clone sex 
slave for bald and grey haired, rich producers and directors. Tila Tequila also had to 
participate in the evil done at the cloning centers in return for fame on television as well as 
other promotional offers. She willingly accepted being a REM driven clone sex slave and 
slept with rich, dirty, bald and grey haired producers and directors as REM driven clones at 
the cloning centers. She also willingly participated in evil as a REM driven clone at the 
cloning centers. However, little did Tila Tequila know that these bald and grey haired, rich 
producers and directors, as REM driven clone versions of themselves, wanted Tila Tequila to 
be a REM driven sex slave for the rest of her life... or until Tila Tequila started to get old and 
uglier and was no longer considered ‘attractive’ by these rich, dirty, bald and grey haired 
producers and directors as a REM driven clone, at the cloning centers. 

After Tila Tequila finished her reality TV show, she didn’t want to be used as a REM driven 
clone sex slave when she went to sleep by the ugliest, fat, old, and rich perverts the Illuminati 
could find anymore. The Illuminati members, then started talking down to Tila Tequila as a 
REM driven clone at the cloning centers, and most likely tortured her REM driven clones at 
the cloning centers, causing her almost to die in her original body (from the cloning centers). 
I have never heard about her getting tortured as a REM driven clone at the cloning centers... 
but the Illuminati do not tell me much anymore as REM driven clones at the cloning centers, 
because I tell the world everything the Illuminati does now.  

 



DM: Do not spare any sympathy for that cracked up Mexican monkey looking b**** you 
guys. Tila Tequila is scummy just like the rest of the Illuminati members... Just to be seen by 
the rich and famous people sitting in the stands as REM driven clones at the cloning centers; 
Tila Tequila, advanced at me while I was chained and in restraints as a REM driven clone at 
the cloning center; then Tila Tequila (as a REM driven clone of herself) put a big black 
scorpion on my REM driven clone, and had the live scorpion sting me on the REM driven 
clone’s shoulder. The venom pulsed through my REM driven clone body instantly like a 
heartbeat; making my REM driven clone body twitch each time. Tila Tequila was shaking 
like she knew what she was doing was wrong and couldn’t believe she was getting away with 
it. Give Tila Tequila a lie detector test; an independent lie detector test about REM driven 
cloning and the cloning centers. Tila Tequila is a rotten whore, for real. I hope she dies.  
April 18, 2012 at 2:17pm  

3SG1: Wow. Yes. I didn't even know who Tila Tequila was. I just stumbled on Tila Tequila, 
through randomly browsing YouTube and it was quite the story. I couldn't believe what I was 
reading but then you (Donald Marshall) came onto the scene with an amazing story I was 
definitely curious...  

DM: I hate Tila Tequila. I hate them all. April 18, 2012 at 6:29pm 

The Prodigy, English electronic music group 

As a REM driven clone version of myself, unwillingly activated 
at the cloning center, I have MADE songs for The Prodigy, from 
the cloning center. Furthermore, as a REM driven clone version 
of myself unwillingly activated at the cloning center, I would 
freestyle songs from start to finish for The Prodigy. Songs which 
I have made for The Prodigy as a REM driven clone version of 
myself from the cloning center include “Firestarter” (The 
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Prodigy 2008b) and “Breathe” (The Prodigy 2008a). 

 
Keith Flint, lead vocalist of The Prodigy 

Keith Flint is an English singer and the lead vocalist for The 
Prodigy. Keith Flint attends the cloning center as a REM driven 
clone version of himself when he goes to sleep, through the 
process of consciousness transfer from his original body to his 
duplicate REM driven clone. Keith Flint knows everything there 
is to know about me, REM driven cloning, and the Illuminati’s 
REM driven human cloning subculture. Keith Flint is a low level 
Illuminati member.  

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148/posts/10150789322888973?comment_id=23796620&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R9%22%7D
https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148/posts/10150789322888973?comment_id=23800108&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R0%22%7D


Tramar Lacel Dillard, A.K.A “Flo Rida”, hip hop recording artist 
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Flo Rida attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself when he goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his duplicate 
REM driven clone. 

“Good Feeling” (Flo Rida 2011), performed by Flo Rida is about 
me and the situation with the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture. The song “Good Feeling” (Flo Rida 2011) has many 
references, and when I am a REM driven clone unwillingly 
activated at the cloning center, I include as many references as I 

can, in the songs which I make. The second verse of song “Good Feeling” performed by Flo 
Rida should end as “No quick plays, I’m Bill Gates; Take your DREAMS to understand me” 
because that is how I sang it as a REM driven clone at the cloning center; the last line of the 
second verse in that song references REM driven cloning, however, as a REM driven clone 
version of himself, Flo Rida said he changed that part of the song from “dreams” to “genius”.  
The reader should seek Marshall (2016b, pp. 100 - 101) Frequently Asked Questions Volume 
1 under the content headings: “May 16th 2012; Donald Marshall explains the lyrics to the 
song “Good Feeling” performed by Flo Rida” and “Donald Marshall explains: “Good 
Feeling” lyrics performed by Flo Rida” for an explanation of how the lyrics should be as I 
sang it as a REM driven clone at the cloning center.  

Moreover, Flo Rida’s first independent song, which he made, is titled “Whistle” (The Live 
Room powered by Warner Music 2012) and that song is a taunt at me; it is about whistle-
blowing; in other words “Can Donald Marshall blow the whistle, etc. etc?” –as the repetitive 
melody chimes. Prior to Flo Rida’s first independent self made song “Whistle” (The Live 
Room powered by Warner Music 2012), as a REM driven clone version of myself 
unwillingly activated at the cloning center, I made all of the songs which Flo Rida later 
performed. 

Troy Landry, Television personality 

Troy Landry attends the cloning center as a REM driven clone 
version of himself when he goes to sleep, through the process of 
consciousness transfer from his original body to his duplicate 
REM driven clone. Halfway through writing the disclosure of the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture in 2011 (Donald 
Marshall Proboards 2012), when I went to sleep that evening, the 
Illuminati transferred my consciousness to my REM driven clone 
and introduced me to Troy Landry as a REM driven clone version 
of himself. Troy Landry is an alligator trapper from Louisiana and 

he features on the American reality TV series “Swamp People”. When I met Troy Landry as 
a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, Troy Landry told me, as REM 
driven clone versions of himself: “If I send my letter to the public regarding the Illuminati’s 
REM driven cloning subculture, then he would take a power drill to my shin bone and suck 
the marrow from my [REM driven clone’s] bones”.  

Kommentti [C9]: You haven’t 
flat out said Flo Rida attends the 
cloning center? Does he? Has he 
or were songs later given to him? 
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The procedure of drilling into the shin bone with a power drill is similar to spinal tap, and is 
one of the WORST forms of torture which can be done to REM driven clones, besides 
burning people who have had their consciousness transferred to their REM driven clone 
duplicates. As REM driven clone versions of ourselves, I responded to Troy Landry’s 
comment by telling him “I have no choice but to escape the cloning center”, and so, as a 
REM driven clone version of himself, Troy Landry took the power drill, and drilled into my 
shin bones, when I was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center. 
The experience was excruciatingly painful; all the REM driven clones that were sitting in the 
stands of the cloning center arena just watched, slacked-jawed. A side effect of REM driven 
cloning is: as a REM driven clone version, a person is slightly dumber than they normally 
would be if they were experiencing life in their original bodies, however, as a REM driven 
clone version, Troy Landry is extremely retarded! Troy Landry is also an insatiable child 
molester.   

In Louisiana, When Troy Landry sees a young boy he likes, in real life, Troy Landry will ask 
the boy of his name, Troy Landry then proceeds to tell the boy he is “The Alligator Hunter”; 
Troy Landry then continues by shaking the boy’s hand, and after their interaction, Troy 
Landry then has his paedophile friends at the local cloning center find the boy’s blood 
records to grow multiple duplicate clones of the boy. Five months later, there are numerous 
REM driven duplicate cloned, fully formed bodies of the boy, for Troy Landry to victimise in 
terrible ways before the crowd of onlookers. All members of the Illuminati do this; it is just a 
way of life to them; members of the Illuminati consider themselves ‘the privileged people’ in 
the world power organisation. Moreover, almost all of the cast on the reality TV show 
“Swamp People” attend the cloning center as REM driven clone duplicate versions of 
themselves when they go to sleep. As a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning 
center, after Troy Landry put the power drill to my shin bone, when I was unwillingly 
activated as a REM driven clone; Troy Landry as a REM driven clone, asked me again: “Will 
I be sending my letter to the public [concerning the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning 
subculture]?” (Donald Marshall Proboards 2012) and I said “Yes” to which Troy Landry 
replied “I’ll do the same to your pelvic bone everyday!” Consequently, every night when I 
went to sleep and had my consciousness unwillingly transferred to my REM driven clone 
duplicate, Troy Landry was present as a REM driven clone version of himself at the cloning 
center, and he took the power drill and applied it to the pelvic area of my REM driven clone 
body! The pain on my pelvic bone, as a REM driven clone version of myself, was far worse 
than when Troy Landry as a REM driven clone version of himself, applied the power drill to 
my shin bone. As a REM driven clone version of myself, unwilling activated at the cloning 
center, I told Troy Landry as a REM driven clone, “I have no choice but to inform the public 
[about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture]”. Accordingly, after my response, 
Troy Landry applied a power drill to the pelvic areas of multiple REM driven clone bodies of 
me each night when I went to sleep, when I unwillingly had my consciousness transferred to 
my REM driven clone duplicates... and it is the worst pain ever... you forget your own name; 
where you are; all you know is pain; and you beg God or anything to save you from it... 

 

 

 



Vladimir Putin, Russian President 

Vladimir Putin is a ringleader of the Illuminati; he is a prime 
evil Illuminati member. Vladimir Putin is among one of the 
worst Illuminati members who attends the cloning center as a 
REM driven clone version of himself and he is an 
unbelievable depraved pervert. As a REM driven clone 
version, Vladimir Putin loves to put the fear of torture and 
death into people who have their consciousness transferred to 
their REM driven clone duplicates, but essentially, Vladimir 
Putin as a REM driven clone version of himself, at the cloning 
center, is a perverted coward.  

Moreover, in their attempts to keep me quiet and stop me disclosing secrets concerning the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, I was once offered Vladimir Putin’s daughter,  
when I was unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone at the cloning center, (among other 
things),  as an incentive to stop disclosing the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, 
but I refused. 

Furthermore, on the night of May 1st 2012, when I went to sleep and I was unwillingly 
activated as a REM driven clone, I refused German Chancellor’s Angela Merkel’s offer and 
incitements to willingly join the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, by telling 
German Chancellor Angela Merkel (who was a REM driven clone version of herself) to “Go 
and sit her fat butt down, and I do not know her”; this is when Vladimir Putin as a REM 
driven clone version of himself at the cloning center, told me as a REM driven clone, “I don’t 
like what you say to Angela. I like Angela.”  

As a REM driven clone version of himself, Vladimir Putin has attacked and tortured multiple 
REM driven clone versions of me when I have been unwillingly activated as a REM driven 
clone at the cloning center, in the past. On the night of 1st of May 2012, when I was 
unwillingly activated as a REM driven clone, after Vladimir Putin as a REM driven clone, 
defended Chancellor Angela Merkel (who was a REM driven clone version of herself at the 
cloning center), Vladimir Putin, as a REM driven clone version of himself advanced towards 
me when I was in restraints and he stabbed me three times in the side of my REM driven 
clone body, and with the third stab, Vladimir Putin as a REM driven clone version of himself, 
left the knife in the side of my REM driven clone body...  

As a REM driven clone version of himself, Vladimir Putin then threatened me as a REM 
driven clone, at the cloning center and told me to stop talking about the Illuminati, and their 
REM driven cloning subculture, while I was still in restrains. Furthermore as a REM driven 
clone, Vladimir Putin told me, as a REM driven clone version of myself at the cloning center, 
while I was still in restrains that “I do not know what I am doing!” –so far as fully exposing 
the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture to the public is concerned. Therefore, as a 
REM driven clone version of myself, unwillingly activated at the cloning center, I replied to 
Vladimir Putin as a REM driven clone version of himself by telling him “I am getting out of 
this place [cloning center] one way or another!”  See Marshall (2016a) Experiences from the 
Cloning Center Volume 1 under the content heading:  “May 2, 2012; Angela Merkel 
Chancellor of Germany, and Vladimir Putin versus Donald Marshall” for full details.    
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Furthermore, Vladimir Putin is the closest thing to the Anti-Christ on this earth; he is 
COMPLETELY against humanity. Do not fall for the over-hyped, and over sensationalised 
news stories which glamorises Vladimir Putin; it is all part of a grand deception, which is 
being orchestrated from behind the scenes as REM driven clones at the cloning center.  

Vladimir Putin controls United States President, Barrack Obama, and United states President 
Barrack Obama, MUST do as Vladimir Putin says, when he says. United States President, 
Barrack Obama, is Vladimir Putin’s tool, to be used by Vladimir Putin, as and how Vladimir 
Putin pleases. The news stories which glamorises Vladimir Putin, and makes United States 
President, Barrack Obama to be incompetent or the bad guy, is deliberate. It is totally set-up 
and designed that way; United States President, Barrack Obama, and Vladimir Putin, Russian 
President, discuss these stratagems as REM driven clone versions of themselves at the 
cloning center, to be executed in real life on the world stage when they are both experiencing 
life in their original bodies, and not as REM driven clones. United States President, Barrack 
Obama, and Vladimir Putin are as bad as each other, because they are both involved in 
undermining humanity, and enslaving humanity. However, as it has already been mentioned, 
United States President Barrack Obama is totally controlled, and he must do what other 
people such as, Vladimir Putin (Queen Elizabeth II, Chinese representatives, Arab 
representatives, and Israeli representatives) tell him to do, and for this reason I like United 
States President, Barrack Obama a little bit more than I do Vladimir Putin, and they both 
know this. Vladimir Putin, on the other hand is one of the worst persons on the face of this 
earth. He is a monster. Place NO trust, whatsoever in Vladimir Putin; he is an abuser of the 
worst kind. Vladimir Putin, will also control whoever wins the upcoming United States 
Presidential elections, just like the current United States President, Barrack Obama is now 
completely controlled; whoever wins the U.S. Presidential elections is a tool for the 
Illuminati to use. 

Furthermore, as a REM driven clone version of himself, Vladimir Putin likes to have sex with 
little boys who practice martial arts and have unsuspectingly had their consciousnesses 
transferred from their original bodies to their REM driven clone duplicates whenever they 
enter REM sleep, at their homes in bed, for Vladimir Putin as a REM driven clone version of 
himself to victimise these boys as REM driven clone versions, in terrible, terrible ways at the 
cloning center. Vladimir Putin is completely evil; as a REM driven clone version of himself 
at the cloning center, Vladimir Putin has previously beat my mother’s head at the cloning 
center (my mother was also a REM driven clone version of herself). Not even Queen 
Elizabeth II as a REM driven clone version of herself, will mess with Vladimir Putin as a 
REM driven clone or go against his word, when they are activated as REM driven clone 
versions at the cloning center, because this IS how evil Vladimir Putin REALLY is; even 
Queen Elizabeth II is terrified of him, and if you have read Queen Elizabeth II’s profile (in 
this document), and you realise how terrible Queen Elizabeth II is when she believes she is 
operating in complete secrecy..., well... Vladimir Putin is a whole differently level of 
“terrible”; he is a complete and utter evil monster. Avoid Vladimir Putin at all costs. 

 
 

 



Whitney Houston, was an American singer 

Whitney Houston attended the cloning center as a REM 
driven clone version of herself through the process of 
consciousness transfer from her original body to her 
duplicate REM driven clone when she was alive. In the 
beginning of Whitney Houston’s career, as a REM 
driven clone version of herself at the cloning center, 
Whitney Houston had signed a contract with the 
Illuminati members who were also REM driven clone 
versions of themselves at the cloning center. The 
contract more less stated that “Whitney Houston agrees 
to sell her soul over to the Illuminati members” in 
exchange for fame; and in practical terms, this meant 

Whitney Houston was signing over “the use of her REM driven clone” in exchange for fame, 
to be used by the Illuminati members in whichever way the Illuminati members wish; 
whether for sex, torture, death spectacles etc. or anything else the Illuminati members wishes 
to do with tney ston w he is ac d as R riven clon sio  herself.  
 
Much later in Whitney Houston’s career, Whitney Houston did not want anything to do with 
the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture, and she made a fuss as a REM driven clone 
version of herself at the cloning center. However, Whitney Houston promised she would keep 
quiet about the Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture. Furthermore, as a REM driven 
clone version of herself brought to the cloning center through the process of consciousness 
transfer, Whitney Houston stated she never wants to be in the spotlight again; she never 
wants to do radio or television; she wanted bygones to be bygones and go her separate way. 
As REM driven clone versions of themselves activated through the process of consciousness 
transfer, the Illuminati members were extremely angry! They had bank rolled Whitney 
Houston over the years, and now, as a REM driven clone version of herself, Whitney 
Houston was stating that she did not want to be ‘friends’ with the Illuminati members or ever 
associate with the Illuminati members ever again. As a direct result of stating she wishes to 
depart the Illuminati’s REM driven human cloning subculture, Whitney Houston was 
sacrificed by the Illuminati REM driven clones, who applied a constant electric current to 
Whitney Houston’s REM driven clone(s) and Whitney Houston died in her original (real) 
body as a result of the constant electrical current applied to her REM driven clone because 

 Whi  Hou hen s tivate EM d e ver ns of

consciousness is linked (Petkova and Ehrsson 2008; Ehrsson 2013). Whitney Houston was 
pronounced dead on February 11th 2012. The lesson to take from Whitney Houston’s 
experience is: never ever sell your soul, even when such an offer is made as a ‘joke’. 
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Winona Ryder, Actress 
Winona Ryder attends the cloning center as a REM 
driven clone version of herself when she goes to sleep, 
through the process of consciousness transfer from her 
original body to her duplicate REM driven clone.  
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3SG1: What about Winona Ryder? Has Winona Ryder 
been to the cloning centers [as a REM driven clone]? 
 
DM: Winona Ryder is nice. She did not act evil as a 
REM driven clone at the cloning centers. She is one of 
the nicest persons I’ve met as a REM driven clone at the 
cloning centers. July 2, 2012 at 11:12am 

3SG1: I am not surprised Winona is nice. Does she do f****d up s**t there? Is that 
[exposure to REM driven cloning] why she stole stuff [in real life] because she's gone a bit 
cuckoo? 

DM: Winona is nice; she cannot do badness there [at the cloning center as a REM driven 
clone]. Winona Ryder is a good person; the stealing which she did [in real life] was just to get 
a rush...  
July 2, 2012 at 11:42am 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150765564193973&set=a.10150765562303973.467143.766208972&type=3&comment_id=8458946&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R9%22%7D
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10150765564193973&set=a.10150765562303973.467143.766208972&type=3&comment_id=8459098&comment_tracking=%7B%22tn%22%3A%22R9%22%7D


Contact Information 

 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148  
Press Ctrl+Click (hold “Ctrl” on your keyboard and left “Click” with your 
mouse, on the image to your right to be taken to my Facebook page).  

My Facebook timeline starts from March 2012. All posts are “Public” and therefore 
newcomers should start reading from March 2012, in order to fully understand the 
Illuminati’s REM driven cloning subculture and more. You may start reading my Facebook 
public timeline from May 18th 2012, ONCE you have finished reading each document listed 
as “Volume 1” in the series. 

Donald Marshall Proboards (Forum): 
http://donaldmarshall.proboards.com/board/1/general-board  

There is a “search” function on Proboards, and you can use this function to 
search for and read all the disclosures I have made regarding REM driven clones, the people 
involved and more. I understand that it is human nature to want to know which people have 
been to the cloning centre as REM driven clones; therefore, use the “search” function to read 
about any public figure which I have already covered that you have an inkling about. You can 
also post anonymously on Proboards and Celine and other Administrators will transfer your 
question onto Facebook which I’ll answer. 

Donald Marshall Revolution: http://donaldmarshallrevolution.com/ 
Donald Marshall Revolution details a brief overview of the Illuminati’s 
REM driven cloning subculture; it also gives the viewer the most 
significant information relating to my disclosures in a small and easily 
understood style. 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/dmarshalltruth  
Follow me on twitter and help share spread the information regarding the 
Illuminati and their REM driven cloning subculture.   
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Email: donny865@hotmail.com 

I currently have over 35,000 unread emails in my hotmail inbox, and counting at the address 
above. I cannot respond to all of these messages, unfortunately, at this present stage of 
events. It is better to contact me through Facebook and private message me this way. You can 
also contact Celine on Facebook, or leave a message with Celine on the forum (Donald 
Marshall Proboards) and she will forward your message to me. I really appreciate everyone’s 
efforts and well wishes. 

Kommentti [C10]: @Celine 
do you want this or should I just 
say people should contact you on 
the Forum?? 

 
 
 
 

https://twitter.com/dmarshalltrut�
https://www.facebook.com/donald.marshall.148
http://donaldmarshall.proboards.com/board/1/general-board
http://donaldmarshallrevolution.com/
https://twitter.com/dmarshalltruth
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Interviews 

Readers can listen to the radio interviews I have done. Listen for consistency; particularly 
anything which you do not hear me, pronounce clearly for the first time; the best thing to do 
is to pause the recording at that particular point and replay it.  You should also research the 
statements you do not understand. Sometimes reading helps comprehension a lot faster. 

One of the main reasons you should pause and replay the recordings is because: the truth has 
been kept hidden for so long that a lot of what I discuss in my interviews are beyond most 
people’s current world view; so at some points I may speak too fast for you; my audio / 
microphone may not be so clear so you may miss what I say etc. Others have also commented 
on the fact that they pretended ‘as if’: I was someone from the distant future sent back in time 
(I am NOT); to give important information to the world about highly advanced technologies 
which currently exist but are hidden and secret and being used against the populace. Under 
such a premise these people rationalised that they would not understand the information 
which was being presented to them straight away, and they would have to be patient in order 
to grasp certain concepts, technical speak, and the highly advanced technologies etc. 
BEFORE they can grasp the SERIOUSNESS of the information presented.  

Furthermore, a friend has told me that when he first watched the Vinny Eastwood interview; 
he did not hear me say the word “scars” (When Vinny asked: ‘How do I know I’m the real 
me?’) although he replayed that particular point in the video 8 times. Everything was just 
beyond his current comprehension, at the time. No matter how many times he replayed that 
part he really could not hear me say the word “scars” –so he let that part go, and played the 
rest of the interview, pausing, and replaying points which he did not understand, especially to 
comprehend whether I was talking about my original body or my REM driven clone duplicate 
body. He also listened to all my interviews for consistency, to note any ‘slip ups’, or any parts 
of my testimonies which do not ‘add up’. He would listen to all my interviews, pausing and 
replaying parts he did not understand and he would reserve his judgements until he felt 
everything I was saying was for example as ordinary as: ‘I woke up today, brushed my teeth, 
and took the dog for a walk’. He was also patient to realise the truth. After listening to my 
interviews he would just let it ‘sink in’. A week later he would come back and listen to the 
same interviews, to test whether his comprehension on the topics I discuss has improved, and 
whether he can understand what I am saying without having to pause and repeat at certain 
points in my interview; and soon enough he could now hear me say “scars” at that particular 
point of the Vinny Eastwood interview. He had reached the point where all topics I discuss 
sounded to him like I’m saying everyday common place stuff that people have heard, such as: 
‘I woke up today, brushed my teeth, and took the dog for a walk’. For anyone who may 
struggle to understand the topics I discuss: I strongly recommend you take the above 
approach as my friend did; soon enough, you too will realise the real truth of the world like 
he has: REM driven cloning, kept secret and used for sinister purposes.   

I cannot say the following is true for everybody, however, an unproductive venture a 
complete newcomer can do is to listen to my interviews first time, all the way through, 
without pausing or replaying parts which they do not fully understand; if you do this, and if 
there is just a single part of my interviews which does not make sense to you; this will 
interfere with your understanding of the entire interview.  
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Remember, all I am discussing is technology, thousands of years advanced compared to what 
you currently use; available today, hidden and secret. If things start to get too complex for 
you, reduce it to its bare minimums: (advanced) science and technology. I hope that helps. 

Another thing which I do in my interviews, that friends have picked up on, is:- because REM 
driven cloning has been my reality for many years; I don’t differentiate between my original 
body and my REM driven clone body. I just say: I did this, I did that, and Elizabeth did this 
and that, therefore it can become very confusing for newcomers. Please bear with me. 

As I have explained in Marshall (2016b) “Volume 1: Frequently Asked Questions”, the 
experience of REM driven cloning is that a person LITERALLY goes to sleep in their 
original body, only to be activated by the Illuminati members as a REM driven clone, 90 -110 
minutes after first falling asleep, to experience the SAME earth the person left behind when 
he / she went to sleep in their original body, CLEAR as daylight. When the person wakes up 
from sleeping, their REM driven clone drops “limp noodle” –and a person goes from having 
an experience on the SAME earth CLEAR as daylight in a REM driven clone body, to 
waking up and experiencing the same world, now in their original body CLEAR as daylight... 
–the same consciousness inhabits both bodies. Therefore and naturally, because I am 
experiencing the same world, with a CLARITY, in a body much similar to mine (a REM 
driven clone body), and because I am still “me”, because it is my consciousness which 
resides in the REM driven clone body, and it is the same consciousness when I am 
experiencing the world in my original body, when I wake up from sleep; and because in each 
case my consciousness includes the experiences, knowledge and memories which makes me, 
“me” in each body: REM driven clone body or my original body; I naturally do not 
differentiate between my REM driven clone version, and my original body as an outsider 
discussing this topic and these concepts would. I understand it helps comprehension and 
therefore I have painstakingly done this throughout this document. Consequently, please bear 
with me. Everything becomes easily understood once the reader gets over this hurdle.  

I hope this helps; and I hope this helps to better understand my disclosure as well as the 
interviews which I have done. On the next page you can find the links to my interviews. You 
can copy and paste the links to your web browser or press Ctrl+Click – (hold “Ctrl” on your 
keyboard and left “Click” with your mouse, on the images below) to direct you to the 
interviews. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Links to Donald Marshall Interviews  

Vincent Eastwood 
Copy and paste the link below to your web browser (Vincent Eastwood 2013). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_1UiFeV5Jg&ab_channel=VincentEastwood  

OR Press Ctrl+Click (on the image below) to follow the link. 
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Jeanice Barcelo 
Copy and paste the link below to your web browser (Jeanice Barcelo 2013). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uzgu4ekT3c&ab_channel=JeaniceBarcelo  

OR Press Ctrl+Click (on the image below) to follow the link. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lisa Phillips (CFR)  
Copy and paste the link below to your web browser (Astral 7ight 2013a – 2013h). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UonnFuHLJKc&ab_channel=Astral7ight  

OR Press Ctrl+Click (on the image below) to follow the link. 
Listen to parts 1 through 8. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uzgu4ekT3c&ab_channel=JeaniceBarcel�
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M_1UiFeV5Jg&ab_channel=VincentEastwood
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3uzgu4ekT3c&ab_channel=JeaniceBarcelo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UonnFuHLJKc&ab_channel=Astral7ight
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Radio Presenters –Contact Donald Marshall 

Any Radio Presenters who sincerely want to contact me for radio interviews on their show is 
welcome to do this. Please contact me through Proboards by leaving a message for me to 
contact you.  
 
Professionals who understand “Consciousness Transfer” –Contact Donald 
Marshall 

Neuroscientists, engineers or professionals who understand how consciousness transfer 
works, and can provide me with a detailed methodology of how to block the consciousness 
transfer to my REM driven clone; please message me on Proboards, and this will be greatly 
appreciated. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Other Sources Corroborating Donald Marshall 

Press Ctrl+Click (on the images below to be directed to each source)  

B.o.B Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/bob/  

 

 

 
 

Bobby Ray Simmons, Jr. Also Know As “B.o.B” is an American Recording Artist and Music 
Producer corroborating Donald Marshall’s disclosures via his Instagram account. Support 
B.o.B on Instagram. 

B.o.B Twitter: https://twitter.com/bobatl 

 
B.o.B (the American Recording Artist and music producer) is also corroborating Donald 
Marshall’s disclosures via his Twitter account. Support B.o.B on Twitter. 

Donald Marshall Books: 
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=0B6uNZqRUN8ceQnRRaGI1VEk2Nm8&usp=drive_web 
 

 
Beginners’ guide to Donald Marshall’s information presented as short documents; read, print, 
download, share. 
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https://www.instagram.com/bob/


Donald Marshall Conspiratorium Room- Music Videos, Links, & News:  
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Conspiratorium/ 

A place to learn; to privately post videos, links, 
and news related to the entertainment industry, 
cloning centers, Donald Marshall, and the 
Illuminati... Request to join. 

 

Donald Marshall Public Figure Facebook Page: 
https://www.facebook.com/donald.muktar.marshall 

Donald Marshall’s Public Figure page is run on 
his behalf, where posts from Donald Marshall’s 
Facebook account are transferred to this page to 
allow all to post, comment, read and share 
Donald Marshall’s information. 

 

Rogue 1:  
https://www.facebook.com/Rogue1DM/ 

A Facebook group to learn more about vril 
parasites; microchip bodysnatching; human 
cloning; especially REM phase human cloning 
which must be known and stopped.  

 

The Reference Palace:  
https://www.facebook.com/TheReferencePalace 

A Palace, where references [relating to the 
Illuminati’s REM driven human cloning 
subculture and Donald Marshall’s disclosures], 
are collected, catalogued, and collated for 
Donald Marshall. 

 

whoisdonaldmarshall Instagram:   
https://www.instagram.com/whoisdonaldmarshall/ 

Donald Marshall’s Instagram account is run on 
his behalf, where posts from Donald 
Marshall’s Facebook account are transferred to
Instagram in order to reach a wider audience 
and allow many more to comment, read and 
share Donald Marshall’s in

 

formation. 
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